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sign products, including the revolutionary Stormforce PRO, a range of high quality, competitively priced Lightbox
products with bright, even illumination, and their ‘Modified’ service if you need a specific size or finish, Assigns
has been a trusted supplier to the biggest names in the Retail and Hospitality industries for 20 years.
Looking to expand the business, in 2015 Assigns acquired Peerless Designs, one of the UK’s leading designers
and manufacturers of merchandising display systems. Established in the mid-1980s, Peerless Designs had
already built an outstanding reputation in the retail sector, with the name being aptly synonymous with their
quality merchandising systems.
Originally based in North London and for the past three years residing alongside Assigns, in the leafy
Hertfordshire countryside, Peerless remained design led in its approach to merchandising systems. With over
30 years of experience, and offering an extensive choice of intelligently designed modular products comprising
upright posts, brackets, rails, ferrules and floor units, along with other ancillary and complimentary parts, their
flexible and high quality standard systems are specified extensively in both national and international markets.
With a shared emphasis on exemplary quality, faultless design and sympathetic aesthetics, all with the
attention to detail and build quality to match, Assigns and Peerless were perfect partners, and the shared
knowledge between the two companies has already proven indispensable to many clients of both companies.
And now, let us welcome you to Peerless-Assigns.

is now right to introduce a new force in Retail Display – Peerless-Assigns. A joining of minds, of experience

support you in all of your display needs, from the supply of perimeter shelving and rails, to the decorative fabric
lightbox showing your ‘on trend’ marketing messages, to the pavement signs that lure your customers in, we

Total Retail Solutions
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can provide everything you need to make your retail space functional, beautiful and successful.
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Total Retail Solutions

Merchandising
Display
Systems.

PRODUCTS
Designed and manufactured mainly in the United Kingdom to
ensure Peerless-Assigns quality, our comprehensive product
range is available in a variety of finishes to support the
aesthetic of your retail space. Each range of Peerless-Assigns
retail merchandising products has been designed to be
modular, which is why all of our brackets and rails are
compatible with all Peerless-Assigns uprights. This allows the
user complete flexibility throughout their store or retail space,
allowing the system to be easily modified or added to in years
to come as your requirements change or your business grows.
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With over 30 years of experience as a designer, manufacturer
and supplier of retail merchandising systems, it is fair to say
our product range has been rigorously tested.

MERCHANDISING DISPLAY SYSTEMS / UPRIGHTS & CHANNELS

UPRIGHTS & CHANNELS

INTEGRATED UPRIGHTS

A selection of slotted post profiles and horizontal channels
for use in a range of applications, manufactured in the UK
to ensure Peerless-Assigns quality. Available in a variety of
finishes, all of our upright posts have the same Peerless-Assigns
slot pitch to ensure consistency throughout.

Our Integrated Uprights are designed to maximise flexibility whilst minimising the visual impact of your merchandising system in your retail
space. Generally fixed directly to the wall or stud work around the store’s perimeter, these kinds of uprights can then be dressed with decorative
infill panels, such as laminated or painted MDF panelling, for an understated, sleek appearance. Coupled with our extensive range of shelf
brackets, rails and forward arms, our Integrated Uprights are perfect for all applications.

Example of how Integrated Uprights fit together in a display system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?
Integrated
For more information
and to see
Uprights
our full range see data sheets
A.01 - A.02

Surface
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Example of a merchandised system using Integrated Uprights
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MERCHANDISING DISPLAY SYSTEMS / UPRIGHTS & CHANNELS

SURFACE UPRIGHTS

HANGING UPRIGHTS - FREELINE SYSTEM

This range of square, rectangular or elliptical posts can be used in a wide variety of applications such as fixed from floor to ceiling, mounted
against a wall or even utilised in a stand-alone island system. These uprights are perfect for retail environments where wall surfaces are already
in good decorative condition, where these systems can become an attractive and robust feature in your store interior. All of our posts will accept
a wide variety of Peerless-Assigns brackets, rails and accessories for maximum versatility.

The FREELINE system is designed to offer complete flexibility, through a combination of both horizontal and vertical adjustability. Our surfacemounted horizontal cross rails can be used in either a single or double tier layout, with optional decorative claddings. Adjustable vertical
components are suspended from the cross rails and can be combined with our custom manufactured accessories panels to suit all of your
display requirements.
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FREELINE can also support interchangeable display panels which can be pre-fitted with integral Peerless-Assigns ferrules ready to receive
adjustable accessories.

Example of how Surface Uprights fit together in a display system

Integrated
Uprights

Ferrules
Example of a merchandised display system using Surface Uprights

LOOKING FOR
Surface
DIFFERENT STYLES?

For more information
and to see
Uprights
our full range see data sheets
A.03 - A.04

Surface
Uprights

Example of how Hanging Uprights fit together in a display system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?
Hanging

For Omni
more information
and to see
Wall Uprights
our full range see data sheets
A.05 - A.07

Example of a merchandised display system using Hanging Uprights
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Integrated
Uprights
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BRACKETS & FITTINGS

SHELF BRACKETS

Our Shelf Brackets and associated fittings are designed to
give maximum versatility through modularity. This means
that the same brackets can support glass or timber shelves,
in a number of different ways, with the simple changing
of a couple of small components, rather than the whole
bracket itself.

With three main styles available, Linear, Curved and Rectangular, we have a size or shape of Shelf Bracket to suit almost any application, and
blend perfectly with the other products in the Peerless-Assigns range, to give your retail space a consistency and stylish aesthetic throughout.
Constructed from 3mm mild steel and designed to fit all of our uprights, the Peerless-Assigns range of Shelf Brackets can be combined with a
number of shelf clips and fittings for supporting wooden and glass shelves, either singularly or in continuous runs.
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Integrated
Uprights

Hanging
Uprights
Example of how Shelf Brackets fit together in a display system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?
Brackets

For more information and to see
our full range see data sheets
B.01 - B.04

Example of a merchandised display system using Shelf Brackets
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Surface
Uprights
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RAILS & FITTINGS

DISPLAY RAILS

Our comprehensive selection of Rails and Fittings has been
designed to suit a wide variety of applications. Available to
order in a variety of lengths or styles, our unique selection
of rails, forward arms and prongs combine perfectly with
our extensive range of slotted uprights.

Designed to ensure maximum flexibility, Peerless-Assigns rails come in two main styles as standard; Forward Rails are projected out and allow
for merchandise to be hung side-on to your customer without requiring any further fittings, and Rear Rails are designed to sit back and support
forward facing arms from elsewhere in our range, to allow your merchandise to face your customer. Available in a range of tube shapes and
sizes, rails offer a perfect blend of modularity, strength and aesthetics, allowing you to tailor your display to suit your needs.
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Integrated
Uprights

Surface
Uprights

Brackets

Example of how Display Rails fit together in a display system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?

Display Rail

For more information and to see
our full range see data sheets
C.01 - C.04

Example of a merchandised display system using Display Rails
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Hanging
Uprights
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MERCHANDISING DISPLAY SYSTEMS / RAILS & FITTINGS

DIRECT FIX ARMS & FITTINGS

FORWARD ARMS & FITTINGS

Covering a multitude of styles and functions, our Direct Fix Arms and Fittings are versatile and easy to use. Simple design means that these
fittings will hook directly into the Peerless-Assigns range of uprights and allow for merchandising directly in front, allowing the upright to
be used as a feature in the display. Our Stepped Arms are great for adding depth and texture to your display, and our Raked Arms help with
displaying easy sizing information, whilst our Two-Way Arm is great for side-hanging garments.

Very similar in nature to our Direct Fix Arms, the difference here is that instead of a toothed bracket for fitting into the uprights, these Forward
Arms and Fittings instead use a saddle fixing that sits over a supporting Rear Rail, allowing you to mix and match according to your requirements.
The fact that they can be used close together along a single rail makes these arms ideal for smaller goods like lingerie, ties, socks and other
small products that necessitate denser positioning.
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Integrated
Uprights

Ferrules

Surface
Uprights

Surface
Uprights

Omni Wall

Hanging
Uprights

Hanging
Uprights

Omni Floor
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Brackets

Verso

Display Rail

Example of how Direct Fix Arms are used in a display system

LOOKING FOR
Direct Fix
DIFFERENT STYLES?
For more information and to see
our full range see data sheets
C.01 - C.04

Brackets

Display Rail

Rotor Floor Direct Fix
and Tri Rail
Example of a merchandised display system using Direct Fix Arms

Example of how Forward Arms fit together in a display system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT
STYLES?
Display Tables
Forward Arms
For more information and to see
our full range see data sheets
C.01 - C.04

Example of a merchandised display system using Forward Arms
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Integrated
Uprights
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FERRULES & FITTINGS

FERRULES

Best sellers in the Peerless-Assigns range, our Ferrules and
Fittings are available in various styles, for light, medium or
heavy duty applications. These tried and tested components
have been a significant element of the Peerless-Assigns range
for over 30 years, offering an unrivalled modular retail solution.
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Supplied as individual component parts for mounting into timber panels or posts, Peerless-Assigns Ferrules are supported by our extensive range
of specialised display prongs, rails, shelves and fittings making them an invaluable merchandising solution in the modern retail environment.
Whether push-fit, mechanically fixed or bolted in place, our simple to use, endlessly versatile, discreet and tough Peerless-Assigns Ferrules have
been specified in hundreds of well-known projects over the years, earning a reputation for quality and flexibility. Available in various shapes and
finishes: explore our data sheets for more inspiration.

Example of a fully assembled display system using Ferrules

Integrated
Uprights

Surface

LOOKING FOR
Ferrules
DIFFERENT STYLES?
For more information and to see
our full range see data sheets
D.01 - D.07

Example of a merchandised display system using Ferrules
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Example of how Ferrules fit together in a display system
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FLOOR & WALL DISPLAY UNITS

OMNI WALL

Our Floor Standing and Wall Mounted merchandising display
systems are the perfect versatile option for any retailer looking
for a simple stand-alone solution that doesn’t require specialist
installation. Our collection includes an array of products,
grouped together into four main ranges based on their
intended application.
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The OMNI range comprises Floor, Perimeter and Wall Units, each available in two standard sizes, providing the perfect adaptable solution for
fashion, accessory and giftware products, allowing a uniform aesthetic throughout your store. The OMNI Wall is available in two sizes and can
be merchandised directly from the stainless steel framework or by adding accessories from the OMNI range, such as glass or timber shelves and
forward arms. These Wall Units are great for keeping your floors free of obstructions, allowing easy cleaning of your shop floors.

Integrated
Uprights

Ferrules
Example of a merchandised OMNI wall display frame

Surface
Uprights

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?

Omniand
Wall
For more information
to see
our full range see data sheets
E.01 - E.04
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Example of a fully assembled OMNI wall display frame
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MERCHANDISING DISPLAY SYSTEMS / FLOOR & WALL DISPLAY UNITS

OMNI PERIMETER

OMNI FLOOR

Our freestanding OMNI Perimeter units are designed to rest on the floor and be fixed simply to the wall for stability, making them perfect for
displaying more substantial products like leather jackets or crockery. However, its slim stainless steel frame gives the OMNI a sleek look and feel,
equally at home displaying delicate products and giftware. Available in two heights, the lower version offers great opportunity for displaying set
pieces or hero products, whilst the taller version can easily support double height hanging merchandise or extra shelving or display rails.

Available in two sizes, our OMNI Floor Units provide the perfect mobile-yet-stable retail solution for fashion, accessory and giftware products.
Cleverly engineered to allow merchandise to be displayed in a variety of ways, from direct hanging from the slim steel frame, to the addition
of optional glass or timber shelves, the OMNI Floor units are often combined with other products from the OMNI range to create a seamless and
stylish aesthetic throughout the retail space, making OMNI one of our most popular merchandising ranges.

Example of a merchandised OMNI floor display unit
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Example of a merchandised OMNI floor display unit

Ferrules

Omni Floor

Integrated
Uprights

Surface
Uprights

Ferrules

Omni Wall

Example of a merchandised OMNI wall display frame

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES? Hanging
For more information and to seeUprights
Omni Perimeter
our full range see data sheets
E.01 and E.04

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?

Omni Floor

For more information and to see
our full range see data sheets
E.01 - E.04
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Omni Wall

MERCHANDISING DISPLAY SYSTEMS / FLOOR & WALL DISPLAY UNITS

VERSO

ROTOR & TRIRAIL FLOOR UNITS

Our contemporary VERSO merchandising system provides an innovative display solution for any retail interior. Ideal for fashion and accessories,
these flexible units offer side or front hanging of garments and can be further enhanced with optional glass or timber shelving; great for folded
or boxed goods. The high quality stainless steel frames are available with fittings for floor to wall, wall to ceiling and mid floor suspended
locations, subject to site conditions. Our VERSO system looks great when combined with our ROTOR or OMNI systems, too.

The ROTOR Floor Units are available as either a single or double display. Comprised of powder coated frames with adjustable feet and unique
rotating hanging rails with a simple lift-twist-lock movement, ROTOR frames are perfect for dual side or forward hanging.

Integrated
Uprights

TRIRAIL Display Stands provide a simple way to display mid-floor side hanging fashion items. Available in two useful sizes, 600mm and 1200mm
widths, these modern furnishings are also great for temporary promotional merchandising as the removable central leg allows them to be stored
flat when not in use.

Ferrules

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Example of a merchandised ROTOR Floor Unit

Ferrules

Surface
Uprights

Omni Wall

Omni Wall

Hanging
Uprights

Omni Floor

Brackets
Omni Floor

Verso

Example of a merchandised VERSO system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?
Verso

Display Rail

For more information and to see
our full range see data sheet E.05
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LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENT STYLES?

Rotorand
Floor
For more information
to see
our full range see
data
and
Trisheets
Rail
E.06 - E.08

Example of a merchandised TRIRAIL Display Stand
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DISPLAY TABLES
Our Display Tables are ideal for almost any merchandising or display requirements. This collection of four contemporary rectangular tables can be
used either on their own or in various combinations to create tiered or nested arrangements, and are easily repositioned to suit your changing
needs from season to season. Manufactured from mild steel and powder coated to suit your requirements, these Display Tables can be supplied
separately and come with toughened glass (with radius corners) or high quality timber tops.

SEE BACK OF BROCHURE
FOR FULL SET OF DATA SHEETS

Ferrules

We understand that a merchandising display product needs to be just right for your needs and
so we’ve included all our data sheets and technical information at the back of this brochure.

Omni Wall
A.12 Lightbox 120

D.01 FERRULE RANGE

LIGHTBOX 120 - A.12

The Peerless LIGHTBOX 120 is the perfect solution for larger lightbox requirements. This versatile profile is side lit using power LEDs to

48

C.01 FINE DISPLAY RAILS

SPECIALIST BRACKETS - B.04

Over the years we have worked on countless projects where bespoke solutions were required which is why, at Peerless-Assigns, we understand
that sometimes a product just isn't quite perfect. Our specialist range of brackets aims to fill the niche, where brackets are manufactured
to our client's specification. Whether it is an adjustable bracket or folded metal shelf you require, our manufacturing team will be sure to
deal with your requests promptly. Please feel free to send us any drawings / enquiries using the details found at the bottom of this page.

APPLICATION:

10
AB.01

Wallmount, freestanding or suspended
from the ceiling
120mm
6150mm
2.221 kilo p/m
Power LEDs on longest sides

WIDTH:
EXTRUSION LENGTH:
WEIGHT:
LIGHTING:

ADJUSTABLE BRACKETS
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BRACKET
TYPE

No. of Hooks

AB.01

2

CAB.01

2

35

RAB.01

2

20

FDC.05

RAIL
PROFILE

FSC.10/11/12

Adjustable brackets are made to order at a length that suits your requirements, in a range of styles, and can be
easily manoeuvred into 0°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 90° positions.

CPP.18

FSC.13

QUARTZ ROUND FERRULE
(see data sheet D.03)

TB.30

CTB.30

RTB.30

No. of Hooks

TB.30

2

CTB.30

2

RTB.30

2

FDC.05

FDC.02/03

RAIL SUPPORT
COLLAR

RAIL SIDE CUP
FSC.10 - Slot type A (1mm recess)
FSC.11 - Slot type B (8mm recess)
FSC.12 - Slot type C (11mm recess)
FSC.13 - face fixed

TWO-WAY BRACKETS

BRACKET
TYPE

FDR.100

DISPLAY RAIL
for use with uprights at
1000mm centres

FCC.01
ARM
PROFILE

h fit
y pus !’
‘Eas h sheets
bot

FDR.100

RAB.01

PUSH-FIT FERRULE
(see data sheet D.02)

LI.120
SINGLE SIDED FABRIC
CHANNEL EXTRUSION
BLOCK-OUT FABRIC
(required when not wall mounted)

CAB.01

CPP.14

Available Finishes
As standard all of our profiles are available in
a silver anodised finish. A range of other
bespoke finishes are avilable including
standard powder coating colours on request.

FINE DISPLAY RAILS - C.01

A selection of fine, flat-sided oval display rails and accessories, for location into Peerless uprights and posts. Designed to ensure
maximum flexibility, these rails allow for direct side hanging of merchandise, or as rear supports for forward facing arms using
appropriate brackets / prongs. Often popular with lighter merchandise such as lingerie, where a delicate aesthetic is desired, the fine
display rails are available in alternative lengths upon request, to suit a variety of modular sizes.

Specification Detail

120

Example of a bespoke Display Tables system

B.04 SPECIALIST BRACKETS

FERRULE RANGE - D.01

An extensive range of Ferrules for light, medium and heavy duty applications, our collection of Ferrules are the perfect simple modular
retail solution. Supplied loose for mounting into timber panels or posts, Ferrules are designed to receive a range of display prongs and
fittings. Suitable for use in all retail scenarios, Peerless-Assigns Ferrules have been specified in numerous projects over the years earning a
fabulous reputation for quality and flexibility.

The illuminate
Peerless LIGHTBOX
is graphic
the perfect
solution
for larger
requirements.
This itversatile
proﬁle
is side litand
using
power LEDs to
your printed120
fabric
brightly
and evenly,
and itslightbox
robust 120mm
depth makes
perfect for
wall mounted
freestanding
applications.
is also
a specifically
designedand
hanging
kit available
if required.
illuminate
your There
printed
fabric
graphic brightly
evenly,
and its robust
120mm depth makes it perfect for wall mounted and freestanding
applications. There is also a speciﬁcally designed hanging kit available if required.

FCC.01

RAIL SUPPORT CUP
L/H and R/H

COLLAR CAP
for FDC.05 and
FDC35

FEC.01

RAIL END CAP
for location into ends
of FINE rails

FDC.23

CPP.28

QUARTZ ROUND FERRULE
(see data sheet D.04)

PRINTED FRONT GRAPHIC

FDC.30

Peerless-Assigns two-way brackets are a popular choice for those with self-supporting or mid-floor uprights. They are
available to order at a width that suits your requirements, although our 300mm range illustrated above is most
popular due to their ideal length for two-way merchandising.

LIGHTBOX 120 is a sidelit lightbox. A strip of self adhesive
Power LEDs is affixed to the two longest sides of the
aluminium profile and floods the carcass with light to
ensure that there is a quality and even spread of
illumination onto your printed graphic.

Omni Floor

US.06

FSH.10

BARREL SHELF CLIP
for use with FDC.23
or FDC.35

+10°
0°

CPF.M8/M10

FDC.23/30

SUPPORT HOOK

FDC.32/33

EXTENDED RAIL
SUPPORT COLLAR
LENGTH 230 / 300

EXTENDED RAIL CUP
L/H & R/H
LENGTH 300

FFA.08D

CAP FERRULE
(see data sheet D.05)

FFA.08

BP.40
STEEL BASE PLATE
Steel base plate with fixing holes
available in a range of finishes on request

RCB.95

CAP FERRULE

FFA.08/08D

ECB.20

CLAMP BRACKET
95mm Projection, for 8mm glass
shelves. Set of 2 brackets with
self-adhesive studs.

CSF.M10/FPF.M10

FPA.15/25

DISPLAY PEG
LENGTH 80

ELLIPSE CLAMP BRACKET
Includes 3 No GS.07 plastic sleeves
for 6mm glass shelves

FCPA.15/25

PRONG ARM
LENGTH 150 / 250

FHA.10/20

CAPPED PRONG
LENGTH 150 / 250

FSA.35D

FRA.12D

03

FDA.10/20

HOOK ARM
LENGTH 100 / 200

FFA.25D/35D

02

EUROHOOK ARM
LENGTH 100 / 200

FTA.45D

FSA.35
FFA.25/35

FRA.12

CSF.M8/FPF.M8

FTA.45

CAP FERRULE

HS.01
HANGING SUPPORT HOOK
Optional hanging hook designed specifically for
lightbox to be suspended from ceiling

METAL SHELVES & FIXINGS
Metal shelves are available to order to fit custom or
standard Peerless-Assigns brackets as illustrated above, please
refer to respective data sheet F.01.

CSF.M6/FPF.M6

01462510009
510009- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462

CAP FERRULE

Copyright
ofPeerless
PeerlessDesigns
DesignsLetchworth
(Letchworth)
Copyrightremains
remains the
the property
property of
LTD. LTD.

01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462672000
510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

A.09 Fabric Wall System

FABRIC WALL SYSTEM - A.09

Wallissystem
is not constrained
to the
propertieswooden
of traditional
Unlike conventional vertical merchandising systems, the fabric Fabric
wall system
not constrained
to the properties
of traditional
back- wooden
panels. Printed fabric panels offer retailers the freedom of choice, but perhaps more importantly the ability to tailor displays, be that to

that
to changes
in season
orshop
desired
shop The
aesthetic.
days store
of a rollout
genericarestore
are wall
gone,
the Fabric
Wall system
offersofretailers
changes
in season
or desired
aesthetic.
days of The
a generic
gone,rollout
the fabric
system
offers retailers
the freedom
expression; shop displays can now be modified to suit audiences they serve.

01462510009
510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462
enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Verso

FB.02/03

FRA.12/12D

SH.03

FIXING BRACKET
left / right hand

RAKED ARM
(12 pin)

SUPPORT HOOK

F.01 SPECIALIST SHELVING

SPECIALIST SHELVING - F.01

Our selection of specialist shelving options aim to satisfy the more niche retail display requirements. A selection of products to help
envisage a solution that would suit your project perfectly, including folded metal bookshelves and acrylic trays, can be seen illustrated
below. All of our specialist shelving options are designed to be used within Peerless systems to help promote a collective product range.
Specialist products and fittings are made to order due to the often custom nature of the items.

MS.20/25/30

METAL SHELF TRAY
for 1000 slot centres
other lengths to order

Shelves may be supported on
single or double posts as
illustrated, or recessed uprights.

Verso units provide contemporary, innovative display for retail or showroom interiors. Ideal for fashion and accesories, these flexible
units offer side or front hanging with optional shelving. The fine stainless steel frames are available with fittings for floor to wall, wall to
ceiling and mid floor suspended locations subject to site conditions. Wall units may be combined with our ROTOR or OMNI floor units.

1500H x 1210W x
430D
Includes wall and floor
bosses. Shelving
optional

GLASS SHELF
With radius corners and
supports
VGS.01R 1155 x 340 x 8
For VWF.01 and VWF.02
frames

WALL TO CEILING
FRAME VWF.02

CEILING FRAME
VWF.03

1210W X 430D X 1500H
(2100H max. extended)
Includes wall and ceiling
bosses. Shelving optional

1210W X 600D X 1500H
(2100H max. extended)
Includes ceiling bosses.
Excludes optional VFP.01
plate. Shelving optional

VGS.02R 1155 x 340 x 8
for VWF frame

Frames are 25x25
square tube with 15 ø
arms and shelf
supports

VGS.01R

VGS.02R

FAB.60/120
Printed fabric with rubber edging

Aluminium frame
Whether you order single or multiple kits,
the frame pieces are supplied in kit form
ready to assemble and then fixed to a wall.
(Refer to datasheet A.08 for product codes)

Choose from our library of high-res
images or provide your own based on
our artwork template.

VGS.01R

MSU.20/25/30

METAL SHELF
200/250/300 projection
lengths to order

VFS.01
VARIABLE FLOOR
SPIGOT
For uneven floors

GSB.20/25/30

GLASS SHELF
200/250/300 projection
lengths to order

TS.20/25/30

CL.01
Fixing ‘L’ bracket

IP.60/120
Illuminated Panel

Supplied with screws required to fix
the bracket in place, simply slide extrusions
together flush and turn hex key till tight.

Acyrylic LED edgelit panel often used to create
‘hero’ bays, where illumination focuses
customer attention towards the display.

TIMBER SHELF
200/250/300 projection
lengths to order

TSU.20/25/30

TIMBER SHELF
200/250/300 projection
with rear upstand

UT.00

BBL.20/25/30

BOOK END BRACKET
LEVEL
200/250/300 projection
to be used with timber
or metal shelf

VDP.02
DECORATIVE PLUG
For fitting into
frames if display
arms removed

UT.01

FS.M6

GS.10

METAL SHELF TOGGLES

BAB.20/25/30

UT.00 - CAPPED TOGGLE
UT.01 - CAPPED DOUBLE TOGGLE

BOOK END BRACKET
10° UPRAKE
200/250/300 projection
to be used with timber
or metal shelf

for use with FS.M6 screws and
GS.10 washers

VFP.01
CEILING PLATE
Optional item, for
additional support
ST.60
Starter bay with a
600 wide graphic

EX.120
Extension bay with a
1200 wide graphic

EX.60i
Extension bay with a
600 wide graphic and
LED light panel

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Rotor Floor
and Tri Rail
Example of a merchandised Display Tables system

LOOKING FOR
DIFFERENTDisplay
STYLES?
Tables

For more information and to see
our full range see data sheet E.09

EX.120
Extension bay with a
1200 wide graphic

FI.60
Finisher bay with a
600 wide graphic

FR.60
All-in-one frame with
600 wide graphic

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs Letchworth LTD.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

US.07

RECTANGULAR
SHELF CLIP
reversible

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

pivoting top joint for
added shock
absorbtion

FS.M6/DS.M6
SINGLE / DOUBLE
LOCKING SCREWS

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 350

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

E.05 VERSO

FLOOR TO WALL
FRAME
VWF.01

FSA.35/35D

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyright remains
property
of Peerless
Designs
(Letchworth)
LTD.
Copyright
remainsthethe
property
of Peerless
Designs
(Letchworth)
LTD.

Copyrightremains
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
Copyright
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.

So what’s in my kit?

All kits are comprised of a mitred aluminium frame (see datasheet A.08), 4 fixing brackets
and a printed fabric panel to suit 600 or 1200mm widths. If you choose to illuminate the
bay, an additional edgelit panel can be added to the kit.

FB.01

FIXING BRACKET

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

FFA.25/35
FFA.25D/35D
FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 250 / 350

FTA.45/45D
TWO WAY ARM
450L X 250W

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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Total Retail Solutions

Fabric Wall.

FABRIC WALL
Conventional merchandising systems have long relied on the
use of traditional materials such as laminated MDF panels
and veneered timbers between slotted uprights to achieve
the required look. Whilst this type of installation looks great
and can offer almost endless possibilities, it also generally
requires a team of specialist shop-fitters to install and,
therefore, refreshing the look of your store can be a major
undertaking both in terms of effort and expense.
Our Fabric Wall merchandising system has been designed to
change that, combining the modularity you have come to
expect from a our tried and tested range of slotted upright
systems, with the flexibility of easily changed printed fabric
graphics as used in our LED Lightboxes. These printed fabric
graphics are supplied with a special rubber strip stitched around
the perimeter which fits into a channel in the Fabric Wall
system. This makes it simple to change the graphics quickly,
easily and inexpensively, allowing you to modify the look of
your store or retail space in minutes, without any specialist
tools or skilled contractors. In fact, a whole concession or small
store could be changed over in a matter of hours, allowing you
to follow the seasons or trends as they happen.

• Supplied in kit form for easy transportation
keeping costs down
• Easy assembly on site, no specialist tools required
• Full colour fabric graphics printed to your design/artwork
• Selection of standard artwork designs also available
• Compatible with all other Peerless-Assigns components
• Available powder coated in any colour
• Easy to update/change the graphics,
no specialist skills required
• Reduced fit-out cost over standard systems
• Change the look of your store every season
• Great for department stores and pop-up shops

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

FEATURES OF FABRIC WALL
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FABRIC WALL

FABRIC WALL

HOW THE FABRIC WALL SYSTEM WORKS

GET THE PERFECT DESIGN FOR YOUR STORE

Available in standard 600mm & 1200mm module widths, with a fixed 2235mm nominal height, the system is supplied in kit form
for simple assembly on site. Installation is simple with pre-mitred corners and our L-brackets holding things together, making it
ideal for pop-up stores or retailers with fast moving product ranges or who are sensitive to changing fashions or seasons. Simply
install the kits around the perimeter of your retail space, add the fabric graphics, accessorise with merchandising equipment
from our standard accessories range, and you are ready to impress.

Our Fabric Wall system allows you to create almost any instore environment simply and inexpensively, but that means finding great imagery to
use. Maybe you have an awesome marketing team, maybe you have external agency support, but maybe you don’t… don’t worry, we’re here to
help. We can supply artwork templates for your agency to create the artwork for your Fabric Wall system or, alternatively, we can help you source
images and put artwork together; we even have a selection of artworks ready to go! Start specifying your complete system today.

29

Take a basic retail space, fitted with our Fabric Wall system around its perimeter. The store’s appearance is created by adding the printed fabric
graphics; this means the usual constraints of materials, cost and practicality can be put aside, with the focus now on creativity, impact and
branding. Each fabric graphic can be changed individually in minutes, by any member of staff, allowing you to be reactive to the changing needs
of your customers.

FINISHES
ILLUMINATED OPTION
The system can also be illuminated with the addition of our special
LED back panel insert to create striking displays.
This is especially effective when used for promotional panels or
hero panels, highlighting special offers, impulse purchases, lifestyle
images or high margin consumer goods.

For more information see data sheets G.01 - G.03

Our Fabric Wall system is supplied from stock in mill finished
aluminium, but we can also supply it in a variety of finishes to suit
your artwork, store design or existing colour scheme. Along with our
merchandising components (rails, brackets, shelves, forward arms and
the like) we can powder coat the Fabric Wall system in any RAL colour,
and the merchandising components can also be plated in a variety
of traditional and contemporary styles and finishes, from polished
chrome to an antique bronze, almost anything is possible.

For more information see data sheets G.01 - G.03

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

The extrusion has been designed around two staples of the Peerless-Assigns Slotted Upright range, the SU.20 and SU.32. Fabric
Wall uprights use the same slot pitch as the rest of the Peerless-Assigns upright range to provide a consistency throughout. This
ensures that the existing Peerless-Assigns components are compatible with the Fabric Wall system, allowing you to merchandise
your store however best suits your needs.
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Total Retail Solutions

Lightboxes.

LIGHTBOXES
Our industry leading Lightboxes are available in a multitude
of styles, from ultra slim Edgelit Lightboxes with Snap Frame
front profiles to large format Backlit Lightboxes with tensioned
fabric fronts. Fabric Fronted Lightboxes have changed the face
of retail, allowing very large size Lightboxes to be manufactured
and supplied in sections for easy on-site assembly, with a
single high quality printed fabric graphic fitted in front of either
forward facing illumination mounted on the back panel, or side
facing illumination fitted in the frame. They are a great way of
brightening up your retail space and really create a big impact.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

All of our Lightboxes use the latest LED technologies and can be
manufactured to suit your specific requirements. We can help
advise you on which style would suit your project best, from a
nationwide roll out of small Edgelit Lightboxes to one truly huge
Fabric Fronted Lightbox for a flagship store.

LIGHTBOXES

FABRIC LIGHTBOXES

FABRIC LIGHTBOXES
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Edgelit

33mm or 45mm deep case

Using a special acrylic light sheet that is
illuminated from the edges, this is our
slimmest Fabric Fronted Lightbox, and has
the lowest power consumption.

Backlit

50mm or 65mm deep case
Our wide beam angle backlit technology
gives a really bright and even spread of light.
These Lightboxes can be supplied in sections
or kit form to keep carriage costs down.

Fabric Fronted LED Lightbox
With its tensioned fabric graphics, the Fabric Fronted LED Lightbox
is ideal for illuminated display requirements of almost any size.
It has excellent even light dispersal and can be supplied with or
without the printed fabric front. The Backlit and Sidelit versions can
also be supplied in kit form, making transportation to site easy,
even for really large sizes.
• Extruded aluminium casing
• LED illumination
• Low energy usage
• Internal use only
• Backlit, Edgelit and Sidelit versions available
• Double-sided versions also available
These Lightboxes are made to order with
no minimum order requirements

THIS PRODUCT IS MADE TO
ORDER IN ALMOST ANY SIZE
AVAILABLE IN KIT FORM FOR
EASY SHIPPING AND SIMPLE
ASSEMBLY ON SITE
Please speak to our team
on 01462 672 000 for pricing.
Standard sizes are kept in stock, other sizes are available to order

Sidelit

125mm or 200mm deep case
With powerful LEDs mounted around the
inside perimeter of the frame, the Sidelit
Lightbox allows for very large Lightboxes
to be constructed inexpensively and with
low running costs.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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LIGHTBOXES

34

LIGHTBOXES

LIGHTBOXES

CEILING LIGHTBOXES

CEILING LIGHTBOXES
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THE SKY’S THE LIMIT!
Bring the outdoors indoors and brighten your workspace or
retail environment with our NEW Blue Sky Ceiling Lightboxes.
Available in 600mm x 600mm standard ceiling tile fit or
bespoke sizes to suit your ceiling, these panels are ready to
use straight out of the box and are supplied with a choice of
picturesque graphics.

• To fit standard 600mm x 600mm grid
• Low voltage LED Edgelit illumination
• Supplied with graphics
• Choose from a library of sky effects
• Also available as a ‘Window’ frame

STANDARD SIZES SUPPLIED FROM STOCK,
BUT THIS PRODUCT CAN BE MADE TO ORDER.
Please speak to our team on 01462
672 000 for pricing.
Standard sizes are kept in stock, other sizes are available to order

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Easy to install by just laying into your existing suspended
ceiling grid.
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LIGHTBOXES

LIGHTBOXES

POSTER LIGHTBOXES

POSTER LIGHTBOXES

As well as the Fabric Fronted Lightboxes, we have a fantastic
range of Poster Lightboxes designed to take Duratran style
posters. Our Edgelit Lightboxes are super slim and offer a
crisp, even light output, and our various Backlit Lightboxes
are available in three different case depths with either Snap
Frame fronts or locking doors.
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Edgelit LED Lightbox
Our best-selling Lightbox, this product uses powerful LEDs to
illuminate a laser etched acrylic panel to give bright, balanced
illumination, even in very large sizes. These Lightboxes can
be supplied in custom sizes, colours and finishes to suit your
requirements.
• 25mm/32mm snap frame poster holder
• 25mm overall depth
• Low voltage LED illumination
• Internal use only

Close up

Laser-etched panel

Snap frame front

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES		

PROFILE

ELLB00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

25mm

ELLB00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

25mm

ELLB00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

25mm

ELLB00A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

32mm

Outdoor Edgelit LED Lightbox
A tough outdoor (IP56 certified) Lightbox with edgelit LED
illuminated light panel. A very robust unit that is built to last.
• 63mm wide aluminium front frame profile
• 4mm toughened glass front window
• 58mm overall depth
• Top hinged door (with gas strut hinges on A0 size)

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

LELB00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

LELB00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

LELB00A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

LELB3020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

LELB4030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

NEED SOMETHING BESPOKE?
Standard sizes are kept in stock, other sizes are available to order

Talk to our team about our Modified and Custom-Built services.
Call us today on 01462 672 000.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• Key locks
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LIGHTBOXES

LIGHTBOXES

POSTER LIGHTBOXES

POSTER LIGHTBOXES
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Double Sided Light Tower
Our Double Sided LED Light Tower is a great way to get your
products noticed. Whether it’s the imposing 2000mm x 700mm
poster size version or the slightly smaller double A1 size, these
robust, freestanding, double sided Lightboxes really make an
impression. Supplied fully assembled with a heavy, powder
coated steel base plate.
• Snap Frame poster system
• Double sided
• Low voltage LED illumination
• Two sizes available
• Heavy powder coated steel base plate
• Supplied ready to use and fully assembled

Simple snap frame poster holder

Backlit LED Lightbox

Lockable Backlit LED Lightbox

With so many options to choose from, our Backlit LED Lightboxes
are the most versatile illuminated displays in our range.

Great for outdoor use, our Lockable Backlit LED Lightboxes have
strong hinged doors, waterproof transformers mounted inside
the case and water resistant LEDs.

• Snap frame or lockable door options

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

DSLT1001

700mm x 2000mm Poster Size

DSLT1002

Double A1 (594mm x 1682mm) Poster Size

• 50mm profile locking hinged door

• LED illumination

• LED illumination

• Can be specified for outdoor applications

• Aluminium construction

• Can be manufactured in almost any size

• 2mm Polycarbonate window

• Powder coated finishes available

75mm Rear Profile

100mm Rear Profile

LED matrix

Profiles from 20mm

Profiles up to 42mm

These Lightboxes are made to order with
no minimum order requirements

Water resistant LEDs

Waterproof
transformer

These Lightboxes are made to order with
no minimum order requirements

LOOKING FOR A PRODUCT
IN A BESPOKE SIZE OR DIFFERENT FINISH?
Standard sizes are kept in stock, other sizes are available to order
No problem, speak to our friendly team about our Modified service today on 01462 672 000.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

36mm Rear Profile

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• Internal or external use

• Profiles from 20mm to 42mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Heavy steel base plate

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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Graphic
Display
Systems.

MARKETING WHERE
IT MATTERS
When it comes to driving footfall, there is simply no better place
to market your products and services than as your customers
are passing your shop or business premises. This is when they
are already in a shopping mood, with their credit card primed
and ready, and this is when you need to use all the tools at your
disposal to entice them in. This is why marketing at store level
is so important and why good quality, hardwearing and cost
effective Graphic Display products are indispensable.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

From Flags to Forecourt Signs, Lightboxes to Leaflet Holders
and Snap Frames to Digital Screens, we have what you need to
stand out from the crowd, in any situation.
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GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS

Our high quality, double sided Pavement and Forecourt Signs
offer robust, exterior, weatherproof display solutions at
competitive prices. Manufactured from the highest quality
materials, our units will outlast any of the competition.

THE STORMFORCE 3000

45

Some things in life are guaranteed; time will march on, taxes must be paid, the world will continue to turn.
One thing we know for certain is that at some point your outdoor marketing will be subjected to the best (or worst)
the British weather can throw at it. For these moments, only a Stormforce Forecourt Sign will do!

32mm or 44mm snap frame profiles

Coil springs for wind deflection

Water-filled base with built in wheels

GREAT
VALUE AND
QUALITY
Stormforce 3000
Our Stormforce 3000 marries high quality and robust build to a
competitive price point, bringing you the ultimate forecourt sign.
• Simple bolt together assembly
• Water filled base with built in wheels
• 5mm thick steel ‘U’ bar adds rigidity to the poster frame section
• Heavy duty back panel

• Electro-plated coil springs with cast aluminium mountings
• APET front sheets
• 32mm or 44mm snap frame profile (depending on size)
PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SF300A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm - 32mm snap frame

SF300A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm - 44mm snap frame

SF34030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm - 44mm snap frame

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• Stainless steel poster clips
• Extra strong snap frame spring clips
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GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS
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THE STORMFORCE FORESTER
The revolutionary new Forecourt Sign from Peerless-Assigns! With its rustic timber frame the Stormforce Forester
will set you apart from the competition. Available as a double sided chalkboard or as an A1 Poster display with
magnetically closing APET front sheets, this great looking sign is perfect for garden centres, pubs and restaurants,
wildlife parks and zoos, or anywhere where natural materials and a sustainable aesthetic are important.

Sturdy timber frame

Coil springs for wind deflection

Water-filled base with built in wheels

NEW
PRODUCT
Stormforce Forester
A great quality Forecourt Sign that will gently soften and mature
with age, the Stormforce Forester is built to last and utilises our
premium steel U-Bar base frame and coil springs for strength and
wind deflection.
• All new timber framed design
• Heavy duty Chalkboard back panel

• Patented ‘click’ together assembly of top to base
• Water filled base with built in wheels
• Extra strong electro-plated coil springs

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SFFC0A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm - Chalkboard

SFFP0A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm - Poster

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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• Poster version has magnetically closing APET front sheets
• 5mm thick steel ‘U’ bar adds rigidity

GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS

ROCK
BOTTOM
PRICE

ROCK
BOTTOM
PRICE

Stormforce Essential

Stormforce PRO

Our Stormforce Essential is a great value, well-built and low-cost
solution which uses the same water filled base as our flagship
Stormforce 3000 Forecourt Sign. With a 35mm snap frame profile
all-round, this is a quality sign at a rock-bottom price!

With its soft, amorphic shape, self-coloured frame and cleverly
designed magnetic closure system, making changing your poster
easy, this is the perfect Forecourt Sign for high footfall areas.

• Simple bolt together assembly
• Water filled base with built in wheels

• Moulded from Polyethylene
• Water-filled base with built in wheels
• Zintec steel back panel
• Simple bolt together assembly

• Strong back panel
• Coil springs for wind deflection
• Anti-glare PVC front sheets
• 35mm snap frame profile

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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Standard A-Board

Round Topped A-Board

The Assigns standard A-Board is a top quality Pavement Sign
with a rock bottom price. You will not buy better for less.

These Round Topped A-Boards have a curved header area for
your logo. Supplied plain, we can add the graphics for you; all
you need to do is supply the artwork!

• 32mm front opening snap frame profile
• Galvanised steel back panels
• Folding locking stays
• Headers and brochure holders also available
• Seven high quality finishes available from stock

Easy change back panel APET Magnetic
front sheet

• Folding locking stays
• Rounded top header panel
• Available in four colours from stock
Available frame colours

SILVER

Water-filled base with
built in wheels

• Powder coated steel frame and back panel
• Magnetic closure system

Available frame colours

BLACK

Optional brochure
holders available
35mm snap frame profile Coil springs for
wind deflection

ADD
YOUR
LOGO

BLUE

WHITE

RED

DARK
WOOD

LIGHT
WOOD

BLACK

BLUE

WHITE

RED

Shown with
optional header
Optional brochure
holders available

Available with
branded header

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SAB00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

SAB00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SAB00A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

RTA00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

Magnetic front sheet

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SFE00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm - 35mm snap frame

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SAB3020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

RTA00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

SFE4030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm - 35mm snap frame

SFP00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

SAB4030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

RTA3020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS
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GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS

PAVEMENT &
FORECOURT SIGNS
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Panel Swing Sign
Supplied with a white powder coated aluminium panel for your
own graphics. Alternatively we can print the panel for you; all
you need to do is supply the artwork.
• Stainless steel panel hangers
• Recycled PVC moulded base
• Black powder coated steel frame
• Easy assembly, no tools required

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PANS001

750mm x 500mm graphics panel

Mini Panel Swing Sign
Supplied with a white powder coated aluminium panel for your
own graphics. Alternatively we can print the panel for you; all
you need to do is supply the artwork.
• Stainless steel panel hangers
• Recycled PVC moulded base
• Black powder coated steel frame
• Easy assembly, no tools required

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

MPSS001

600mm x 400mm graphics panel

Poster Swing Sign

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Budget Panel Sign

LOW
PRICE

The polycarbonate swing panel encloses an A2 poster
using our magnetic closure system. It is reinforced for
strength and is extremely durable.

Available in two great sizes, this simple but effective panel sign
is easy to use and great value for money. The advertising panel is
supplied painted white, ready for graphics. Alternatively we can
print it for you.

• Reinforced polycarbonate poster panel
• Stainless steel panel hangers

• Heat treated aluminium alloy panel
• Recycled PVC moulded base

• Easy assembly, no tools required

• Recycled PVC moulded base
• Black powder coated steel frame

• New secure base
• POS panel fixes to base
PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

BPS0001

785mm x 405mm graphics panel

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

BPS0002

785mm x 500mm graphics panel

POSS0A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

PRODUCT CODE
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GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

POSTER FRAMES

POSTER FRAMES
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All of our Poster Frame products can be modified to
suit your own requirements, including special sizes and
paint finishes. Please contact us for more details or to
discuss your ideas.

25mm Standard Snap Frame

32mm Standard Snap Frame

25mm Snap Frames available from stock in nine different
high quality finishes.

32mm Snap Frames available from stock in seven different
high quality finishes.

• Aluminium snap frame 25mm
• Styrene back panel

• Aluminium snap frame 32mm
• Styrene back panel

• Non-reflective PVC front sheet
• Pre-drilled fitting holes

• Non-reflective PVC front sheet
• Pre-drilled fitting holes

Available frame colours

Available frame colours

SILVER

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

ROCK
BOTTOM
PRICE

BLACK

BLUE

WHITE

RED

DARK
WOOD

LIGHT
WOOD

25mm standard

POLISHED POLISHED
GOLD
SILVER

SILVER

BLACK

BLUE

WHITE

RED

DARK
WOOD

LIGHT
WOOD

32mm standard

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SN2500A5

A5 - 210mm x 148mm

SN3200A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

SN2500A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

SN3200A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

SN2500A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

SN3200A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

SN2500A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

SN3200A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

SN2500A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

SN3200A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

SN2500A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

SN323020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

SN253020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

SN324030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

SN254030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

SN326040

60” x 40”- 1524mm x 1016mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

ROCK
BOTTOM
PRICE
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GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS

POSTER FRAMES

POSTER FRAMES

Tamper Resistant Snap Frame

Locking Sequential Snap Frame

A tough, tamper proof profile, makes these poster frames ideal
for outdoor use or areas with heavy footfall.

These heavy duty frames not only have sequentially opening
profiles but also feature an Allen key screw to lock the frame shut.

• Aluminium snap frame 25mm/44mm

• 32mm sequentially opening snap frame with Allen key lock

• Styrene back panel
• Non-reflective PVC front sheet

• One lock up to A2 size & two locks from A1 to 60” x 40”
• Styrene back panel

• Pre-drilled fitting holes

• Seven high quality finishes available from stock

Available frame colours

Available frame colours
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Lockable Poster Case
A great quality, secure display case with a hinged, locking door.
Features include plastic poster clips.
• Tough clear plastic window
• Locking hinged door with stays
• Correx back panel
• Seven high quality finishes available from stock
Available frame colours

BLACK

SILVER

Secure lever tool required 25mm snap frame

44mm snap frame

BLACK

BLUE

Sequential opening

WHITE

RED

DARK
WOOD

LIGHT
WOOD

SILVER

BLACK

BLUE

WHITE

RED

DARK
WOOD

LIGHT
WOOD

Allen key security
Also available as a magnetic noticeboard

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PROFILE

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

LOCKS

TR2500A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

25mm Secure

LS3200A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

1 Allen Key Lock

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

TR2500A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

25mm Secure

LS3200A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

1 Allen Key Lock

LPC00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

TR2500A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

25mm Secure

LS3200A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

1 Allen Key Lock

LPC00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

TR2500A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

25mm Secure

LS3200A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

2 Allen Key Locks

LPC00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

TR4400A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

44mm Secure

LS3200A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

2 Allen Key Locks

LPC00A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

TR253020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

25mm Secure

LS323020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

2 Allen Key Locks

LPC3020

30” x 20” - 762mm x 508mm

TR444030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

44mm Secure

LS324030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

2 Allen Key Locks

LPC4030

40” x 30” - 1016mm x 762mm

TR446040

60” x 40” - 1524mm x 1016mm 44mm Secure

LS326040

60” x 40” - 1524mm x 1016mm

2 Allen Key Locks

LPC6040

60” x 40” - 1524mm x 1016mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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SILVER
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CABLE SYSTEMS

At Peerless-Assigns we offer a large array of quality
parts and fittings, ensuring our tension Cable Systems
complement our wide range of Poster Frames and
Lightboxes perfectly. Try using our new illuminated
versions for extra impact!
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ALL
COMPONENTS
AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY

Ceiling to Sign

Adjustable Wall Bracket

A simple hanging kit, great for
directional signage. (Not shown)
PRODUCT CODE

Simple pivoting joint fits
between the wall and the cable
anchor supplied in our standard
Ceiling to Floor Cable Kit.

CTS0001

PRODUCT CODE

AWB0001

Ceiling to Floor Cable Kit
Includes two fixing mounts (one
with built in cable tensioner)
and 4m of high strength
braided stainless steel cable.

Poster Clip

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT CODE

Secures the top opening of
the POS holders.

CFK0001

PPC0001

Double Sided Panel Grip

Single Sided Panel Grip

Double Panel Grips are designed to
be used when you require an acrylic
POS holder or display board on both
sides of your tensioned cable.

These are used to attach an
acrylic POS holder or display
board to your tensioned
cables.

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT CODE

DPG0001

SPG0001

Standard Acrylic POS Holders

Also available to order in other sizes or landscape format by request.
• 3mm clear acrylic
• Portrait format as standard
• Other sizes available
PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

APP00A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

APP00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

APP00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

APP00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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Our Standard POS Holders are available in four different sizes from
stock and allow you to build a modular window display to suit your
specific requirements.
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Bring a real shine to your window displays with our Illuminated Cable Systems. These easy to use displays really make an impact and
brighten the outward appearance of your shop or retail space. Perfect for estate agents where a window full of these displays creates an
irresistible draw to passers-by.

Illuminated Micro Bevelled Acrylic
POS Holders

Illuminated Full Bevelled Acrylic
POS Holders

Available in A4 – A1 sizes as standard, and with their slim, space
saving clear acrylic border and side mounted cables, these units
offer maximum bang for your buck.

These wider bordered units offer maximum impact for that
premium feel. Cables sit behind the panels giving a really clean
outward presentation. Available in A4 – A1 sizes as standard.

• Double sided display

• Double sided display

• Eye catching illuminated edge

• Eye catching illuminated edge

• Silver pocket detail as standard

• Silver pocket detail as standard

• Customisable on request

• Customisable on request

• Available in landscape or portrait format

• Available in landscape or portrait format

• Powered through the suspending cables

• Powered through the suspending cables

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

ILLM00A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

ILLF00A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

ILLM00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

ILLF00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

ILLM00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

ILLF00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

ILLM00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

ILLF00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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NEW
PRODUCT
RANGE
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BARRIERS, BANNERS,
FLAGS & EXHIBITION

BANNER FRAMES
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Our high quality Café Barriers, Flags, Banners and
Exhibition Stands have been designed to meet your ever
changing portable display needs. Our units are robust
and easy to assemble and can be supplied either with or
without printed banners.

Large Format Banner Frame
Available in three standard sizes, these double sided Banner
Frames offer a great solution for advertising outside on grass
verges and large forecourts, where they can be pegged to the
ground. Single sided versions are also available to order for wall
mounting. Supplied with or without banners.
• Metal frame
• Easy push fit assembly – no tools necessary
• Graphic secured with adjustable looped elastic
• Supplied with pegs

Frame Assembly

Banner Fitting

PRODUCT CODE

OVERALL SIZE

GRAPHIC SIZE

LFBF1250

1250mm x 1250mm

1090mm x 1090mm

LFBF2500

2500mm x 1000mm

2340mm x 840mm

LFBF3000

3000mm x 1250mm

2840mm x 1090mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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• Suitable for wind speeds up to 24mph!
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WE CAN
SUPPLY
PRINTED

Deluxe Café Barriers

Economy Café Barriers
Manufactured from powder coated steel and with spring clips at
the bottom of the banner instead of a Cross Rail, our Economy
Café Barriers are the most cost effective way to organise your
outdoor space or manage footfall.

• Extra strong stainless steel post
• Concrete weighted base with matching cover

• Heavy duty black post
• Concrete weighted base with matching cover

• Supplied flat packed – simple bolt together assembly
• Cross Rails available in 3 sizes (1000mm, 1500mm and 2000mm)

• Supplied flat packed – simple bolt together assembly
• Cross Rails available in 3 sizes (1000mm, 1500mm and 2000mm)

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (w x h)

DCB1000

850mm x 785mm (1000mm rails)

DCB1500

1350mm x 785mm (1500mm rails)

DCB2000

1850mm x 785mm (2000mm rails)

Deluxe Café Barrier Banner
A full colour printed banner to suit the Deluxe Café Barrier. With a
stitched pocket at the top and bottom to suit a pair of stainless steel
Cross Rails.

Deluxe Café Barrier Pole & Base

Deluxe Banner Support Rails (Pair)

Our high quality, heavy duty stainless steel Pole and Base set will fit
any of the Deluxe Café Barrier Cross Rails.

Heavy duty stainless steel Cross Rails are supplied in pairs and fit the
Pole and Base of the Deluxe Café Barrier and suit the three sizes of
banner listed.

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (w x h)

ECB1000

850mm x 675mm (1000mm rail)

Economy Café Barrier Banner

ECB1500

1350mm x 675mm (1500mm rail)

ECB2000

1850mm x 675mm (2000mm rail)

A full colour printed banner with a stitched pocket at the top and eyelets
at the bottom to suit the Economy Banner Support Rail and Clip Set.

Economy Café Barrier Pole & Base

Economy Banner Support Rail & Clip Set

Manufactured from powder coated steel, our Pole and Base set will fit
any of the Economy Café Barrier Cross Rails.

Our powder coated steel Cross Rail and Clip Set fits the Pole and Base
of the Economy Café Barrier. They suit the three sizes of banner listed.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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Manufactured from high quality stainless steel and with a heavy
weighted base, these Deluxe Café Barriers are an excellent
solution to crowd management and for organising indoor or
outdoor seating areas. Supplied with or without banners, and
printed one side or both.
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FLAGS
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Quill Flag
Available in several sizes, this range of lightweight flags has
something for everyone. Cost effective, simple and with a choice of
bases, look no further for your perfect flag solution.
• Black all fibre pole
• Supplied with 30l water-filled base as standard
– Many other base solutions available
• Can be supplied with or without print
• Portable and lightweight
• For wind speeds of up to 13-18 mph

PRODUCT CODE

OVERALL HEIGHT

GRAPHIC SIZE (h x w)

QFSMLWB

2.1m		

1452mm x 680mm

QFMEDWB

2.8m		

2100mm x 680mm

QFLGEWB

3.5m		

2900mm x 1200mm

QFXLGWB

4.6m		

3600mm x 1204mm

Water-Filled Base

Square Metal Base

Large Cross Base

QUILL AND FEATHER FLAGS ARE
SUPPLIED WITH A 30 LITRE
WATER-FILLED BASE BY DEFAULT
For other options, please call
01462 672 000
Ground Spike Base

Available in two sizes, our Heavy Duty Flag is perfect for semipermanent locations for effective and noticeable advertising.
These units are supplied with a tough plastic base that can be
filled with sand or water, providing excellent stability.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• 4m or 5m telescopic flag pole
• Large water-filled base for stability
• Can be supplied with or without print
• Portable and lightweight
• For wind speeds of up to 13-18 mph
PRODUCT CODE

GRAPHIC SIZE (h x w)

HDF004M

4m Unit - 2800mm x 800mm

HDF005M

5m Unit - 3500mm x 1000mm

WE CAN SUPPLY
ALREADY PRINTED

Feather Flag
Available in several sizes, this range of lightweight flags has
something for everyone. Cost effective, simple and with a choice of
bases, look no further for your perfect flag solution.
• Black all fibre pole
• Supplied with 30l water-filled base as standard
– Many other base solutions available
• Can be supplied with or without print
• Portable and lightweight
• For wind speeds of up to 13-18 mph

PRODUCT CODE

OVERALL HEIGHT

GRAPHIC SIZE (h x w)

FFSMLWB

2.6m		

1860mm x 640mm

FFMEDWB

3.2m		

2600mm x 588mm

FFLGEWB

4.0m		

3368mm x 940mm

FFXLGWB

4.9m		

3836mm x 1032mm

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Heavy Duty Flag
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This revolutionary new product, available in the UK exclusively from Peerless-Assigns, is perfect for the crowded 21st Century high street.
When you can’t see the wood for the trees, why not rise above the crowd with this stylish and dynamic wall mounted solution.

NEW
PRODUCT

Flag 2 Tag
Perfect as a stand-alone advertising solution or used to
complement your existing pavement signage, the Flag 2 Tag
is easily installed, whilst its rotating POS panel draws the
attention of passers-by.
• Black moulded rotating frame and chassis

Rotating frame and chassis

500mm aluminium pole

Aluminium wall bracket

Fixing kit

• Ball bearings at each pivot point for smooth operation
• 500mm aluminium pole (powder coated black)
• Cast aluminium wall bracket (powder coated black)
• Easy to change 3mm foamex POS panel – double sided
• Can be supplied with or without print
• For wind speeds of up to 24 mph

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK WITH OR WITHOUT PRINTED PANEL
Please speak to our team on 01462 672 000 for pricing.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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• Wind, rain and UV resistant
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BANNERS

EXHIBITION
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NEVER
BEATEN ON
QUALITY

Poster Clip System
Designed to be suspended from either a ceiling or wall for
holding promotional banners or directional information.
• Two lengths of snap frame profile
• Two plastic end caps per length
• Two hanging tabs fitted to upper length
• Non-slip foam strip inside each length

Pop Up Exhibition Stand
25mm snap frame

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Roller Banner
Our high quality Roller Banner is supplied with an anti-curl
lightfast banner printed in full colour.

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

PCS0210

210mm		

PCS0300

300mm		

PCS0420

420mm			

• Available in two sizes with printing available
• Includes two 150w lights

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PCS0500

500mm			

ARB0800

2000mm x 800mm banner size

PCS0600

600mm

ARB0850

2000mm x 850mm banner size

PCS0700

700mm

ARB1000

2000mm x 1000mm banner size

PCS0850

850mm

ARB1250

2000mm x 1250mm banner size

PCS1000

1000mm

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

ARB1500

2000mm x 1500mm banner size

PCS1200

1200mm

PUES3X3

3×3 Unit – 2225mm x 2540mm

ARB2000

2000mm x 2000mm banner size

PCS1500

1500mm

PUES3X4

3×4 Unit – 2225mm x 3070mm

Easy Assembly

Lights

Compact Plinth Case

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

An excellent value Pop Up display that is great for exhibitions
or mobile marketing. The whole unit collapses into a carry case
which doubles as a lectern when the stand is in use.
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Not only do we have a fantastic range of graphic display
systems, but did you know we also offer a first-class
point-of-sale printing service too?

Take advantage of our high-resolution, large format
digital printing services to really bring your poster frames,
forecourt signs, banners, flags and light boxes to life.
Our printers not only print CMYK colours, but also white,
meaning we can digitally print direct to a whole host
of coloured or clear substrates - so there’s no need for
additional screen printing, making it quick and easy to
print on almost any substrate.

• Foamex

• Indoor posters

• Correx

• Outdoor posters

• Dibond

• Duratrans

• Vinyl banners

• Wood

• Roller banners

• Plastic

• Café banners

• Chalkboard

• Flags

• Cardboard

GET IN TOUCH TODAY
Find out how we can help with your point-of-sale printing and product needs.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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We can print on almost anything, including:
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FLOOR DISPLAYS
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Standard Menu Board

Flexible Menu Board

A traditional fixed angle Menu Board with rounded corner snap
frame. Orientation can be changed from portrait to landscape.

The ideal solution for the ever changing needs of the modern
retail environment.

• Rounded corner snap frame poster holder
• Fixed height and angle

• Mitred corner snap frame poster holder
• Can be flipped from portrait to landscape in seconds

• Height: Ranging from 1000mm to 1265mm (See below)

• Fully adjustable height and angle without the need for tools

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SMB0A4P

A4 - 297mm x 210mm Portrait – 1046mm tall

SMB0A4L

A4 - 297mm x 210mm Landscape – 1000mm tall

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SMB0A3P

A3 - 420mm x 297mm Portrait – 1265mm tall

FMB00A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm Portrait and Landscape

SMB0A3L

A3 - 420mm x 297mm Landscape – 1200mm tall

FMB00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm Portrait and Landscape

Portrait to landscape

Height adjustable

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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With a huge variety of acrylic Brochure Holders and POS Stands,
there is something to cover most requirements in our extensive
range. We have plenty more products in stock, so if you don’t
see what you need, just give us a call.
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Modular Brochure Stand - Steel Features
A fully modular system comprising a central ‘totem’ pole with four
steel double A4 brochure holders. Many other options are available.
• Single sided or double sided
• Steel brochure holder shelves
• Overall height of approx 1885mm

Optional header available

Modular Brochure Stand - Acrylic Features
The same system as the Modular Brochure Stand but with acrylic
brochure holders. Many other options are available. Please call to
discuss your requirements.
• Single sided or double sided
• Acrylic brochure holders
• Overall height of approx 1885mm

Modular Poster Floorstand
A fully modular system comprising a central ‘totem’ pole, round
corner snap frames, banner arms and steel brochure holders.
• Single sided or double sided
• Overall height of 1885mm
• Rounded corner snap frame poster holders
• Banner arms and slide-in poster frame options

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

Brochure Floorstand

MSF00A4

Snap Frames, A4 – 297mm x 210mm

MSF00A3

Snap Frames, A3 – 420mm x 297mm

This floorstanding brochure holder is ideal for displaying
brochures adjacent to fast selling product lines.

MSF00A2

Snap Frames, A2 – 594mm x 420mm

MSF00A1

Snap Frames, A1 – 841mm x 594mm

MSL00A4

Slide-In Frames, A4 – 297mm x 210mm

MSL00A3

Slide-In Frames, A3 – 420mm x 297mm

MSL00A2

Slide-In Frames, A2 – 594mm x 420mm

MBA0500/MBA0600 Banner Arms – 500mm, 600mm
SBSS00A4

Steel Brochure Shelves, A4

SBSD00A5

Steel Brochure Shelves, Double A5

SBSD00A4

Steel Brochure Shelves, Double A4

• Acrylic brochure holder
• Aluminium stand
• Portrait and landscape options

NEED A FLOORSTAND IN
A SPECIAL SIZE?
No problem, ask about our Modified
service. Call us on 01462 672 000.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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• Steel brochure holder shelves
• Acrylic leaflet holders are also available
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BROCHURE HOLDERS

ACRYLIC POS SOLUTIONS

DL Desktop

A5 Desktop

A4 Desktop

DL Wall Mounted

A5 Wall Mounted

A4 Wall Mounted
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Leaflet Dispensers
We offer a wide range of Leaflet Dispensers to suit most
requirements. Here is just a small selection of the various parts
available from stock.

A5, A4, A3 Menu Holder

6-sided POS holder

DL, A5 3-sided POS holder

• Wall mounted options
• Freestanding options

• Bespoke sizes available
• Ideal for leaflets, brochures, adverts and menus

Acrylic POS Holders
Clear acrylic is a great material for making POS Holders, shelf
barkers, product stands and many other POS solutions. Especially
good for menus or product information literature.
If you don’t see what you are after then please call us to discuss
your requirements as we would be happy to work on a bespoke
solution to suit your specific needs (sometimes subject to
minimum order quantities).

CHOOSE YOUR PERFECT SIZE OR SHAPE

The possibilities are endless, so please call us on 01462 672 000 if you don’t see
what you are after. The products above are only a fraction of our full range.

• Wall mounted options
• Freestanding options
• Standard sizes available from stock
• Bespoke sizes available
• Ideal for menus and point-of-sale messaging

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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• Tiered designs
• Standard sizes available from stock
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All of our Chalkboard Display products can be modified
to suit your own requirements, including special sizes
and finishes. Please contact us for more details or to
discuss your ideas.

Traditional Poster A-Board

Steel Legged Chalkboard A-Board

This sign uses the magnetic closure technology from our
market leading Stormforce PRO unit and is extremely robust.
Either use chalk pens on the back panel or simply slip a
poster in.

Manufactured from powder coated 38mm box section steel, this
double sided unit is built to last. Can be finished in other colours.

• APET front sheets
• Magnetic closure system

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• Folding locking stays
• Heavy duty gate hinges

Robust construction

Easy to use poster
holder

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

TPA00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

TPA00A0

A0 - 1189mm x 841mm

• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard
Available frame colours

GREY

BLACK

GREEN

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SLC0001

1105mm x 680mm

40mm x 40mm frame

NEED A PRODUCT IN A
DIFFERENT SIZE?
No problem, ask our friendly
team about our Modified service.
Call us on 01462 672 000.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• Manufactured from FSC Certified sustainable timber
• 6mm melamine faced MDF chalkboard back panels

• Steel Legs
• Folding locking stay
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NEW
COLOURS NOW
AVAILABLE

Square Framed Chalkboard A-Board

Budget Chalkboard A-Board

Manufactured using a 40mm x 40mm solid wood frame, double
sided and designed to be used in all weather conditions.
Available in standard and special finishes.

Similar to its sibling in style and construction, the Budget
Chalkboard A-Board is manufactured from a slightly lighter 20mm
x 45mm timber making it a great option for those on a tighter
budget and for indoor or temporary use. Double sided.

• FSC Certified sustainable timber
• Folding locking stay
• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard
• 40mm x 40mm timber frame
• Other colours available on request

• FSC Certified sustainable timber
• Folding locking stay
• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard
• 20mm x 45mm timber frame
• Other colours available on request

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SFCB00S

Small – 800mm x 500mm overall

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SFCB00M

Medium – 1100mm x 650mm overall

BCAB00S

Small – 800mm x 460mm overall

SFCB00L

Large – 1400mm x 750mm overall

BCAB00M

Medium – 1000mm x 660mm overall

Reversible Curved Top Chalkboard A-Board
Manufactured with a solid wood frame, double sided and with
reversible chalkboard panels. Available in either dark oak or
antique pine finishes.
• Solid wood construction
• Folding locking stays

Slide-In Chalkboard Poster Frames

Framed / Unframed Chalkboards

A high quality, solid wood framed chalkboard with a slide-in front
sheet to hold a poster.

High quality chalkboards available with or without frames.

• Dark oak finish
• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard

• Dark oak or antique pine finishes
• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard
• Other colours available on request

• Poster slides in from narrow edge
• Clear front sheet
• Other colours available on request

• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard

Wall Board Frame
Reversible slide out chalkboard 40mm x 40mm frame

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SCPF00A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

SCPF00A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

FRA00A3/UFC00A3 A3 - 420mm x 297mm overall

RCCB00S

Small - 805mm x 500mm overall

SCPF00A2

A2 - 594mm x 420mm

FRA00A2/UFC00A2 A2 - 594mm x 420mm overall

RCCB00M

Medium - 1100mm x 650mm overall

SCPF00A1

A1 - 841mm x 594mm

FRA00A1/UFC00A1 A1 - 841mm x 594mm overall

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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• Other colours available on request
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IDEAL FOR PRINTED LOGOS

NEW
COLOURS

Table Top Menu Board
Ideal for advertising promotions and special offers either on
tables or at the bar.
• Double sided chalkboard
• 6mm exterior grade MDF chalkboard
• Also available with a handle cutout
• Other colours available on request

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

TTMB0A5

A5 - 210mm x 148mm

TTMB0A4

A4 - 297mm x 210mm

TTMB0A3

A3 - 420mm x 297mm

Chalk Pens

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

A great addition to any entrance or lobby.

These packs of professional Chalk Pens will write on any
blackboard or chalkboard surface. Once dry they are waterproof
and cannot be rubbed off by the general public. When your
message needs changing they are easily removed with Cyclone
Chalkboard Cleaner or similar cleaning products and a cloth.

• Solid wood construction
• Dark oak finish
• Retaining chains
• Easel can be locked in the open position
• Other colours available on request

Cyclone Chalkboard Cleaner

PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES (h x w)

PCP0001

5 pens - White, Yellow, Green, Red, Blue

EAS0001

Easel - 1400mm overall height

CYC0001

Cyclone Chalkboard Cleaner

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Easel
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BE NOTICED ON THE HIGH STREET
Our Chalkboards are available in a range of colours.

COLOURS

STRONG ASSEMBLY

As well as standard finishes, we
can supply more colourful options.

Strong screwed together
construction.

FOLDING STAYS

TIMBER TYPES

Our strong, galvanised folding
stays lock in the open position
for stability.

Our FSC certified Scandinavian
redwood pine has very few knots
and grows dead straight, making
it ideal for signage applications.

BESPOKE WOODEN
CHALKBOARDS
An easy material to work with, timber is very
durable, can be used indoors or outdoors and can
be stained in lots of different colours. We can help
you come up with a solution that really meets
your needs.

CUSTOM-BUILT PRODUCTS
Standard sizes
are kept
in stock,
are available
Please
speak
toother
oursizes
team
on to order

01462 672 000 to discuss your needs.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com
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Our range of timber based Chalkboard products
are great for customising as there are hundreds of
possibilities and options.
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CARNIVAL SIGNS
When it comes to creating an on-trend retail space, bar or
restaurant, nothing stands out more than our fantastic new
range of Carnival Signs. Manufactured entirely from steel
and great for indoor or outdoor use, these signs can be
manufactured in any size or finish.

CARNIVAL SIGNS
Available in a standard range of basic designs, our standard Carnival Signs
are effective, simple and hardwearing. From neat and tidy powder coated
finishes to contemporary rusted steels, with protective lacquer, these
illuminated letters and shapes add real impact to your retail space, bar or
restaurant. Available in various letter heights and styles, they are great for
simple messaging such as ‘EAT’ or ‘BAR’ as well as for spelling out longer
messages and names. And our logo signs can add a real zing to a dull
corner, or create a focal feature in your trendy bar or club.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Although based around a standard range of A-Z letters in standard fonts,
as well as an ‘&’ symbol, a lightning bolt, a heart, a star, an anchor and
an arrow, we are also able to produce these Carnival Signs in almost any
shape or size, to your own requirements, with short lead times and at a
competitive cost.

GRAPHIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS
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CARNIVAL SIGNS

Light Up Letters and Shapes
Available in almost any shape or size, and with almost limitless
possibilities, we have based our standard range around a 40cm letter
height, with two letter types, our ‘Stackable’ letters as shown above
or our ‘Premium’ letters as seen in the letter ‘C’ shown above left.
• LED illumination
• Carnival style bulb covers available in different colours

Standard Finishes

THIS PRODUCT IS
MADE TO ORDER

Powder Coated - Hardwearing and available in almost any colour.

Please speak to our team
on 01462 672 000 for pricing.

Rusted - Using our special technique we can create rust quickly,
and then lock it in for a long lasting finish that won’t shed or spread.

Bare Steel - Cleaned up steel and clear coated with a high gloss finish.
Chemical Black - Our special chemical process creates a black
metal finish with added character.

These Carnival Signs are made to order with
no minimum order requirements

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• All steel construction
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Digital screens are an eye catching way to show several
different messages throughout the day or scheduled to
target certain shopper types.
Easily managed and maintained with no networking
or cabling required. Just plug and play.

Floorstanding LCD Digital Displays
These freestanding Digital Displays look great in hotel lobbies
and shopping centres, or anywhere you need to display several
messages. Their sleek, modern design makes them stand out
from the crowd and their toughened glass fronts and robust build
mean they’ll give you many years of service.

Our Premium HD LCD Digital Advertising Displays are designed to
be a complete digital signage solution. Built to extremely high
standards with toughened glass fronted screens and all metal
casing, these screens will give many years of service, even in
the most demanding environments. Thanks to their built in HD
media player they require no additional hardware such as PCs,
DVD players, excess cables or software; you simply plug and play.
Hard wearing screens in full HD!

• Plug and play technology (sequencing software included)
• Remote control
• High definition wide viewing angle
• Multiple inputs
• Audio and visual
PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

LCDF0050

50”

• Toughened glass fronts with full metal casing

LCDF0055

55”

• Plug and play technology (sequencing software included)

LCDF0050DS

50” double sided

• Remote control
01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• Toughened glass fronts with full metal casing

• High definition wide viewing angle
• Multiple inputs
• Audio and visual
PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

LCDW0019

19”

LCDW0022

22”

LCDW0032

32”

LCDW0043

43”

LCDW0050

50”

LCDW0055

55”

Multiple inputs for ease of use and maximum flexibility

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Premium LCD Digital Advertising Displays
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SAVE

PLUG

PLAY

Tablet not included

Tablet not included

Professional Monitor Digital Displays

• 178° ultra-wide viewing angle
• Plug and play technology (sequencing software included)
• Built-in video matrix processor
• Remote control
• Designed for 24/7 use in commercial applications

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

• HDMI, VGA and BNC inputs
• Audio and visual

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

PMDD0032

32”

PMDD0043

43”

Tri-grip Tablet Holder - Counter or Wall
Mounted
Playlist Editor Software
Although our LCD Digital
Advertising Displays can operate
using the plug and play method
and do not require any additional
software, advanced users can
utilise the Playlist Editor to
create content schedules greatly
expanding the potential of the
LCD display for digital signage.
Playlist Editor has a user friendly
layout and easy to follow steps.
It allows the user to create timed
schedules to which image, video
and audio files can be added.
Duration times and transition
styles can also be set for each
image or video file.

Our universal Counter or Wall Mounted Tablet Holder has a
unique locking mechanism and a fully adjustable viewing angle
with 360° screen rotation. Tablets can be inserted vertically or
horizontally into the mechanism.
• Powder coated steel base and stand
• Aluminium locking mechanism with key lock
• Holes in base plate for attaching to counter or wall
• Available in black or white

Robust clamp

Tri-grip Tablet Holder - Floorstanding
Our Floorstanding Tablet Holder uses the same unique locking
mechanism and a fully adjustable viewing angle as the Counter
and Wall Mounted versions. It also has a hole in the upright for
attaching a Kensington Lock for security.
Adjustable overall height: 740mm – 1300mm
Base dimensions: 330mm x 330mm
• Powder coated steel base and stand
• Aluminium telescopic leg
• Aluminium locking mechanism with key lock
• Hole in upright for attaching a Kensington Lock

Adjustable viewing angle

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

Aluminium locking
mechanism for added
security

Kensington security lock
compatible

PMDD0050

50”

PMDD0055

55”

TGWM0010

Large Wall Mounted: For tablets with 10” screens

PMDD0065

65”

TGWM0079

Small Wall Mounted: For tablets with 7.9” screens

PRODUCT CODE

STANDARD SIZES

PMDD0070

70”

TGCT0010

Large Counter Top: For tablets with 10” screens

TGFS0010

Large: For tablets with 10” screens

PMDD0086

86”

TGCT0079

Small Counter Top: For tablets with 7.9” screens

TGFS0079

Small: For tablets with 7.9” screens

Playlist Editor software is supplied licence free
with every LCD Digital Advertising Display.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Our Professional Monitor Digital Displays feature an ultra-wide
178° viewing angle and their LED backlit screen works perfectly
in either portrait of landscape orientations. Thanks to their built
in HD media player they require no additional hardware such as
PCs, DVD players, excess cables or software; you simply plug and
play. However, with their narrow bezel and built-in video matrix
processor, these units are also great for linking together into tiled
video walls or for CCTV monitor applications.
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Custom-built
& modified
products.
CUSTOM-BUILT & MODIFIED PRODUCTS
Sometimes a standard product just won’t do and this is where we really come
in to our own. Our mission has always been to design, manufacture and supply
high quality and innovative point-of-sale display solutions and our Custom-Built
service means you can get your hands on whatever you need.
Sometimes the perfect solution starts with a simple requirement that cannot
be fulfilled by a standard product, such as an awkward space or location,
a certain aesthetic, a specialist material specification. It might need to tie
in with your brand, or the look and feel of a new store re-fit. It might be
required to support a product and a POS message, or even just a product.
Whatever the driver, we are here to help. With years of experience in bespoke
manufacturing, we can work with you to take your ideas and develop them
into POS or display systems that fit.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

Ask about our Custom-Built service today to discover how we’ll help you get
the perfect product.
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F.01 - SPECIALIST SHELVING
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A.01
UPRIGHTS
A.01INTEGRATED
INTEGRATED UPRIGHTS

APPLIED UPRIGHTS - A.01
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A few key steps to making the most of our product data sheets.

2 – DECIDE ON YOUR NEEDS
Give consideration to factors that may affect your
requirements. For instance, will the final units be
powder coated or require a more traditional metal
finish like polished chrome? Would glass or wooden
shelves suit the environment better? How many of
each part will you require? Are your products heavy
or oversized, perhaps requiring some additional shelf
brackets or a specialist bespoke part? Answering
these common questions will ensure we can give you
the best advice possible.
3 – PLAN AND ORDER
We have a wealth of experience and knowledge just
a phone call away, and understand that sometimes
it isn’t just as simple as ordering from a catalogue.
There are lots of considerations which is exactly why
our expert team are here to help configure your retail
merchandising system, answer queries and assemble
a no obligation quotation, giving you the utmost
confidence when you are ready to place your order.

4 – DELIVERY & LEAD TIMES
Most of our products are designed and manufactured
within the UK, and our extensive warehousing allows
us to hold stock of much of our product range. Other
parts are made to order or need some element of
assembly, so lead times can vary. However, as we
manufacture in the UK, our lead times are generally
short and we are used to working to tight deadlines.
In any case, a member of our team will advise you of
lead times so that you can plan for the arrival of the
goods and ensure your tradesmen/shopfitters are on
site to receive the goods and begin their smooth and
trouble-free installation.

Integrated uprights for use in normal or heavier duty surface or recessed applications. Suitable infill panels may be fitted between relevant
sections to accommodate design requirements. SU.26 and SU.80 uprights may be used in left or right hand positions and SU.40 and
SU.80 uprights are reversible.

30

25
11

14

11

25
15

1

12

7.6

SU.10

LENGTH 2500 nominal

Many of our products can be shipped from stock on
a next-day courier service, other larger products or
bulk orders can be palletised, but we can also arrange
specialist transport, timed deliveries, vehicles with
tail lifts, etc. Whatever you need, we can help.

1

7.6

7.6

30

SU.30

19

SU.40

LENGTH 2500 nominal

SU.80

LENGTH 2500 nominal

SU.10

LENGTH 2500 nominal

SU.80
SU.30

5 – INSTALLATION
Although Peerless-Assigns does not provide an
installation service, we can supply installation guides
and setting out drawings. We are always happy to
liaise directly with your shopfitters in order to ensure
our goods are installed correctly and, where possible,
we can even deliver units pre-assembled and ready
to install if required.
–
If you have any questions or would like further
information please contact 01462 672 000 or
sales@peerlessassigns.com

SU.40/80 may be used independently or in
combination with each other, where SU.80
uprights may also be set into sides of 25mm
panels, securely screwed and bonded.

SU.40

31

19

31

39

11
3

3

20

11

25
14

11

7.6

7.6

SU.25

14

SU.20

LENGTH 2500 nominal

SU.26

11

7.6

SU.25

SU.26
LENGTH 2500 nominal

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

8

LENGTH 2500 nominal

SU.32
LENGTH 2500 nominal

SU.32

SU.20

SU.P5

PANEL RETAINER
Finish - Clear Acrylic for 1mm recessed
slotted uprights only (SU.10,30).

Both sets of SU.25/26 and SU.20/32 may be used independently or in
combination with each other. All four sections may also be combined, subject
to suitable setting out and infill panels being packed or rebated as applicable.

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

SU.P6

PANEL RETAINER
Finish - Clear Acrylic for 11mm
recessed slotted uprights.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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1 – MEASURE THE ENVIRONMENT
The first step is to measure the area you envisage your
new retail merchandising systems to be positioned in. It
is key that you not only measure the floor space available
but also the height of the environment. Every store is
unique so be sure to pay particular attention to features
that are often overlooked like alcoves, radiators and power
sockets. Our data sheets are also readily available online
to allow you to download and print them off for cross
referencing any product measurements and making notes.
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A.02 SIDELINE
SIDELINE FITTINGS
A.02
FITTINGS

A.03 SURFACE
RECTANGULAR
UPRIGHTS
A.03
UPRIGHTS
- RECTANGULAR
RECTANGULAR POSTS - A.03
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Rectangular post uprights may be used in applied perimeter or mid-floor applications. An associated range of rectangular fittings are
available (see rectangular brackets, rails and fittings on respective data sheets). Alternatively, posts may be combined with a wide
variety of other Peerless-Assigns accessories.

SU.70 uprights for rebating into panels or
hardwood posts. Recommended for side
fittings only, not for cantilevered loads.
Apply strong adhesive to sides of upright
when fixing, ensuring rear slot is kept
clear to avoid impeding bracket location.

15

SU.10 uprights are suitable for side fixing
and for use with infill panels.

SU.56

SU.58

SU.54

LENGTH 2500 nominal

LENGTH 3000 nominal

LENGTH 3000 nominal

20

15

20

7.6
SU.70

LENGTH 2500 Nominal

SU.70

SU.10

25
SU.70

A
US.01

SU.10
US.01
GS.01

32

US.01

70

SHELF CLIP
for use with (SU.70,10)

US.02
GS.10

B
US.01
GS.01

GS.01

TC.29

TOP CAP
For SU.54 post

TC.31

PLEASE NOTE:
For the forward arms, brackets and
display rails shown in the graphic, please
refer to the corresponding data sheet.

TOP CAP
For SU.58 post

SHELF STUD
for use with US.01

FU.24

DISPLAY
RAILS

SU.54

SU.10

GS.10

SHELF WASHER
for use with US.02

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

SU.70

WU.21

WALL RESTRAINT
For SU.54 post

WU.21

WU.30

WALL RESTRAINT
For SU.58 post

WU.22

FU.30

ADJUSTABLE FOOT
For SU.54 post

FU.31

ADJUSTABLE FOOT
For SU.54 post

FU.34

ADJUSTABLE FOOT
For SU.58 post

SU.58

D
FUS.04
GS.10

CSF.M6
MICRO
FERRULE

WU.30
FU.30

FUS.04
TOGGLE

FU.24

CONCEALED FIXING
BLOCK
For SU.54 post

SIDE APPLICATIONS
01462672000
510009 -- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

WU.22

ADJUSTABLE RESTRAINT
For SU.54 post

PLEASE NOTE:
Display rails and fittings are also
available - please see later
corresponding data sheets.

US.02
GS.10

FDR.100
FSC.10

SU.56

Copyright
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.
Copyrightremains
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).

FUHD.52

BASE SPIGOT
For SU.54 post

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

FU.25

FU.31

TOP/BOTTOM PLATE
For SU.54 post

FU.34

FU.25

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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US.02

SHELF CLIP
for use with (SU.70,10)

FUS.04
GS.10

TC.29

C
US.02
GS.10
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A.04 SURFACE
SQUARE /UPRIGHTS
ELLIPTICAL -POSTS
A.04
SQUARE & ELLIPTICAL
SQUARE/ELLIPTICAL POSTS - A.04

A.05
UPRIGHTS - FREELINE
SYSTEM
A.05 HANGING
FREELINE SYSTEM
FREELINE SYSTEM
- A.05

Our range of square and elliptical posts can be used in a wide variety of applications. The square SU.50 post profile may be used for
applied or self supporting structures, in perimeter or island locations, whereas our elliptical SU.92 post profile is better utilised when fixed
directly onto elevations. All of our posts will accept a wide variety of Peerless-Assigns brackets, rails and accessories illustrated within the
respective sections of our data sheets.

The FREELINE system is designed to offer complete flexibility, through a combination of both horizontal and vertical adjustability. Our
surface-mounted horizontal cross rails are available for single or double tier presentation, with optional decorative claddings. Adjustable
vertical components are suspended from cross rails and can be combined with our custom manufactured accessories to suit all of your
display requirements.
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6

30

15

17

SU.50

SU.92

LENGTH 3000 nominal

LENGTH 2500 nominal

48

34

44

SU.96

SU.58

POST PROFILE

12

SU.92

32

50

6

WU.24

PT.01

CRS.300

WU.33

CROSSRAIL
LENGTH 3000mm

CRS.301

CAPPING
LENGTH 3000mm

POST PROFILE

10

CRS.302

TIMBER FACING
LENGTH 2400mm

SU.96 POST ASSEMBLY
SU.50

PT.01

FSU.961 LENGTH 370

WU.26

PT.01

WALL TOGGLE
for post to wall fixing
of SU.92

WU.24
WU.26

FSU.962 LENGTH 720

WU.24/33

FSU.963 LENGTH 970

WALL RESTRAINT
for top fixing of SU.50 (alternative lengths to order)

FSU.964 LENGTH 1480

CSB.30
US.00

FSU.962

FU.26

FU.28

ADJUSTABLE FOOT
for use on SU.92

FU.28

BOTTOM/TOP CAP
for use on SU.92

SU.58 POST ASSEMBLY

FSU.963
CSB.30

FSU.581 LENGTH 370
FSU.582 LENGTH 720

RMB.30

FSU.583 LENGTH 970

FU.03

FSU.584 LENGTH 1480

FU.07

FU.28
RUDR.100

FU.HD6

BASE SPIGOT
for use on SU.50

FU.26

FU.03/07

CRE.00

ADJUSTABLE FEET
for use on SU.50
PLEASE NOTE:
For FREELINE bracketry, rails and fittings
please refer to the respective data sheet section A.07.
Hanging configurations can be found on the
following data sheet A.06.

FU.02

FU.01/02 & 32
FU.02
FU.03

FU.01

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

FU.32

FIXING PLATES
for use on SU.50 upright posts
(optional adjustable FU. 02 insert for use with
threaded feet)

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

CRE.00

END CAP
one required per open end

01462672000
510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

Copyright
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.
Copyrightremains
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
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FSU.963
FSU.961
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A.06
UPRIGHTS - FREELINE
SYSTEM
A.06 HANGING
FREELINE SYSTEM
FREELINE SYSTEM
- A.06

A.07
UPRIGHTS - FREELINE
SYSTEM
A.07 HANGING
FREELINE SYSTEM
FREELINE SYSTEM
- A.07

Interchangeable panels are available to order for graphic presentations, or pre-fitted with integral Peerless-Assigns ferrules or slotted uprights
ready to receive adjustable accessories. Panel examples, A, B and C illustrate three options of many different configurations offered.
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FREELINE floor units are designed for use on their own, or may be combined with our FREELINE perimeter systems. Frames are
supplied pre-fitted with FREELINE cross rails and capping, ready to receive optional hook-on adjustable posts. These posts in turn
support a wide range of Peerless-Assigns shelves, hanging rails, arms and accessories. Optional mirrors, top shelves and end
pegs may also be added to frames. Alternative finishes and bespoke arrangements to order.

FPH.10

15

17

SUPPORT HOOK

TGS.03R

TOP GLASS SHELF ASSEMBLY
1200 x 400 x 8
(Assemblies supplied with 2 No.
support rods)

FDH.05

DISPLAY HOOK

34
FPH.11

32

C

EDS.81
STRAP

SPACER HOOK
Includes neoprene pad

B
FFA.25D

All FREELINE posts, panels
and rails etc are mobile which
supports the changing store
and stock requirements.

FSU.583

FSU.963

RECTANGULAR POST
LENGTH 970mm

ELLIPSE POST
LENGTH 970mm

A
SU.25

FFA.08D

MGS.00R

FR.L2

MID GLASS SHELF
1190 x 325 x 8
(Timber shelves are avilable
to order)

FREELINE FRAME
1310 x 1200 x 500
(Excludes loose posts and
fittings)

CP.15
US.06

FSU.961

FREN.01

END MIRROR
1550 x 350 x 25
(Includes Frame)

CPF.M10

FDR.60
FDC.23
FEC.01

FDR.100
FDC.30
FEC.01

RP.08

FREP.08

END PEG
LENGTH 80mm for end display

SP.25

RMB.30

CSB.30

RECTANGULAR BRACKET
projection 300mm

CURVED BRACKET
projection 300mm

GS.05

GLASS SHELF
PLASTIC SADDLE

Examples of units with suggested optional fittings are illustrated below.

FMR.150

MIRROR
1500L x 400W
includes straps

A selection of mobile FREELINE floor
units are available with a variety of
accessories illustrated within the
following data sheet A.07.

A - Top shelf, end
pegs, hanging rails
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

B - Top shelf, end mirror,
hanging rail, forward arms

01462
672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

C - Mid shelves,

D - Mid shelves

forward arms

only

Copyright
remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

FSU.963
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B.01
BRACKETS
B.01LINEAR
LINEAR BRACKETS

B.02RECTANGULAR
RECTANGULAR BRACKETS
B.02
BRACKETS
RECTANGULAR BRACKETS - B.02

LINEAR BRACKETS - B.01

As with all Peerless-Assigns brackets, our linear range are flat blade type, constructed from 3mm mild steel and designed for use on all of our
uprights. Linear brackets may be used in conjunction with a number of shelf clips and fittings, the configuration options are detailed
below. Peerless-Assigns also offer a range of more specialist brackets, including two-way and adjustable brackets, information on which is
available in data sheet B.04, Specialist Brackets.

BRACKET
TYPE

LIGHTWEIGHT

LB.15

STANDARD

HEAVY-DUTY
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Designed for universal use on all uprights, rectangular brackets can be used in conjunction with a number of shelf clips and fittings
to achieve the desired single or double sided outcome. Available for a range of applications from lightweight to heavyweight our
rectangular range of brackets is often combined with our rectangular range of uprights for a universally pleasing aesthetic.

BRACKET
TYPE

Blade Height

No. of Hooks

O/A Length

RLB.15

25mm

2

175mm

Blade Height

No. of Hooks

O/A Length

30mm

2

180mm

RLB.20

25mm

2

225mm

25mm

2

275mm

LIGHTWEIGHT

LB.23

30mm

2

260mm

RLB.25

LB.30

30mm

2

330mm

RMB.20

35mm

2

225mm

LB.40

30mm

2

430mm

RMB.25

35mm

2

275mm

SB.23

47mm

2

260mm

RMB.30

35mm

2

325mm

SB.30

47mm

2

330mm

RMB.35

35mm

2

375mm

SB.40

47mm

3

430mm

RSB.30

45mm

3

325mm

HB.30

57mm

3

330mm

RSB.40

45mm

3

425mm

HB.40

47mm

4

430mm

RSB.50

45mm

3

525mm

HB.50

47mm

4

530mm

MEDIUM

STANDARD

GS.05

US.00
GS.01

US.00

DS.M6

SS.M6

US.07
GS.03

SS.M6
GS.04

GS.04
DS.M6

FS.M6

A - Glass Shelves supported inside lightweight / standard
brackets in both single and double slotted uprights.

A - Glass / Solid Shelves supported over rectangular
brackets utilising the rectangular US.07 shelf clip.

GS.01

B - In instances where the glass oversails the edge
of the bracket a GS.05 plastic saddle may be used.

B - Glass Shelves supported over lightweight / standard
brackets.

US.00

CURVED SHELF CLIP
for use with linear range

US.07

RECTANGULAR SHELF CLIP
for use with rectangular range

FS.M6

SINGLE LOCKING SCREW
for use with US.00/07

DS.M6

DOUBLE LOCKING SCREW
for use with US.00/07

US.00
DS.M6
GS.01

C - Solid Shelves supported inside lightweight / standard
brackets utilising the US.00 shelf clip.

D - Solid Shelves supported over lightweight / standard
brackets utilising the US.00 shelf clip.

GS.03

GS.01/03

GLASS SHELF STUD
for use with US.00/07

GS.04

GLASS SHELF WASHER
for use with SS.M6 + US.00

GS.05

GLASS SHELF
PLASTIC SADDLE

SS.M6

GLASS SHELF SCREW
for use with GS.04

The fittings illustrated above can be found on the following data sheet B.02.

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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B.03
BRACKETS
B.03CURVED
CURVED BRACKETS

B.04
BRACKETSSPECIALIST BRACKETS - B.04
B.04 SPECIALIST
SPECIALIST BRACKETS

CURVED BRACKETS - B.03

Designed for universal use on all uprights, curved brackets can be used in conjunction with a number of shelf clips and fittings to
achieve the desired single or double sided outcome. Available for a range of applications from lightweight to heavyweight our curved
range of brackets is often combined with an elliptical upright for a universally pleasing aesthetic.

BRACKET
TYPE
STANDARD

HEAVY-DUTY

Blade Height

No. of Hooks

O/A Length

CSB.15

46mm

2

180mm

CSB.20

46mm

2

225mm

CSB.25

48mm

2

280mm

CSB.30

58mm

2

325mm

CSB.40

58mm

2

425mm

CHB.30

60mm

3

325mm

CHB.35

58mm

3

375mm

CHB.40

59mm

3

425mm

(at rear end of curve)

Over the years we have worked on countless projects where bespoke solutions were required which is why, at Peerless-Assigns, we understand
that sometimes a product just isn't quite perfect. Our specialist range of brackets aims to fill the niche, where brackets are manufactured
to our client's specification. Whether it is an adjustable bracket or folded metal shelf you require, our manufacturing team will be sure to
deal with your requests promptly. Please feel free to send us any drawings / enquiries using the details found at the bottom of this page.

AB.01

US.03

BARREL SHELF CLIP
for use with GS.01/SS.M6

US.03
SS.M6
GS.04

CAB.01

RAB.01
ADJUSTABLE BRACKETS

CTB.30

No. of Hooks

AB.01

2

CAB.01

2

RAB.01

2

RTB.30

TWO-WAY BRACKETS

GS.01

GLASS SHELF
PLASTIC STUD

A - Glass / Solid Shelves supported over curved
brackets utilising the curved US.03 shelf clip.

BRACKET
TYPE

Adjustable brackets are made to order at a length that suits your requirements, in a range of styles, and can be
easily manoeuvred into 0°, 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 90° positions.

TB.30

US.03
GS.01
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BRACKET
TYPE

No. of Hooks

TB.30

2

CTB.30

2

RTB.30

2

Peerless-Assigns two-way brackets are a popular choice for those with self-supporting or mid-floor uprights. They are
available to order at a width that suits your requirements, although our 300mm range illustrated above is most
popular due to their ideal length for two-way merchandising.
03

+10°
0°

FUS.03
GS.10
04

FUS.03/04

TOGGLE / DOUBLE
TOGGLE

GS.10

SHELF WASHER
for use with glass shelves

RCB.95

ECB.20

CLAMP BRACKET
95mm Projection, for 8mm glass
shelves. Set of 2 brackets with
self-adhesive studs.

B - Glass / Solid Shelves supported inside curved
brackets utilising the FUS.03/04 toggle & GS.10.

ELLIPSE CLAMP BRACKET
Includes 3 No GS.07 plastic sleeves
for 6mm glass shelves

03
02

US.00
GS.01

SS.M6

GLASS SHELF
SCREW

GS.04

GLASS WASHER
for use with SS.M6

C - Glass / Solid Shelves supported over curved
brackets utilising the US.00 shelf clip.
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

METAL SHELVES & FIXINGS
Metal shelves are available to order to fit custom or
standard Peerless-Assigns brackets as illustrated above, please
refer to respective data sheet F.01.

01462510009
510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462
enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

FB.01

FIXING BRACKET

FB.02/03

FIXING BRACKET
left / right hand

SH.03

SUPPORT HOOK

Copyright remains
property
of Peerless
Designs
(Letchworth)
LTD.
Copyright
remainsthethe
property
of Peerless
Designs
(Letchworth)
LTD.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

FUS.03/04
GS.10
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C.01
RAILS
C.01FINE
FINE DISPLAY
DISPLAY RAILS

C.02
DISPLAY
RAILS
C.02INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE DISPLAY
RAILS
INERMEDIATE RAILS - C.02

FINE DISPLAY RAILS - C.01

A selection of fine, flat-sided oval display rails and accessories, for location into Peerless-Assigns uprights and posts. Designed to ensure
maximum flexibility, these rails allow for direct side hanging of merchandise, or as rear supports for forward facing arms using
appropriate brackets / prongs. Often popular with lighter merchandise such as lingerie, where a delicate aesthetic is desired, the fine
display rails are available in alternative lengths upon request, to suit a variety of modular sizes.

10

A selection of Intermediate, flat sided oval display rails and accessories, for location into Peerless-Assigns uprights and posts. Designed to
ensure maximum flexibility, these rails allow for direct side hanging of merchandise, or as rear supports for forward facing arms using
appropriate brackets / prongs. Often popular with heavier merchandise such as coats, where a secure but aesthetically pleasing look is
desired. Intermediate display rails are available in alternative lengths upon request, to suit a variety of modular sizes.

15

FDR.100

10

111

MDC.01

12

MCC.01
MDR.100

35

40

20

FDC.05

DISPLAY RAIL
for use with uprights at
1000mm centres

FCC.01
ARM
PROFILE

25

FDR.100

RAIL
PROFILE

MDR.100 / MDR.120
RAIL
PROFILE

ARM
PROFILE

FSC.10/11/12

FSC.13

FDC.05

FDC.02/03

RAIL SUPPORT
COLLAR

RAIL SIDE CUP
FSC.10 - Slot type A (1mm recess)
FSC.11 - Slot type B (8mm recess)
FSC.12 - Slot type C (11mm recess)
FSC.13 - face fixed

FCC.01

RAIL SUPPORT CUP
L/H and R/H

COLLAR CAP
for FDC.05 and
FDC35

DISPLAY RAIL
for use with uprights at 1000
and 1200 centres respectively

MDC.03

FEC.01

RAIL END CAP
for location into ends
of FINE rails

MDC.02/03

MDC.01

RAIL SUPPORT BRACKET
L/H and R/H

FDC.23

RAIL SUPPORT
COLLAR

MCC.01

COLLAR CAP
for use with MDC.01
and MDC.30

MEC.00

RAIL END CAP
for use in end of
intermediate rails

MPA.15/23/30
PRONG ARM
150L, 230L, 300L
respectively

FDC.30
MSC.10/11/12

US.06

FSH.10

BARREL SHELF CLIP
for use with FDC.23
or FDC.35

MSC.13

FDC.32/33

FDC.23/30

SUPPORT HOOK

EXTENDED RAIL CUP
L/H & R/H
LENGTH 300

EXTENDED RAIL
SUPPORT COLLAR
LENGTH 230 / 300

FFA.08D

MDC.32/33

RAIL SIDE CUP
FFA.08

FPA.15/25

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

DISPLAY PEG
LENGTH 80

FCPA.15/25

PRONG ARM
LENGTH 150 / 250

FSA.35D

FRA.12D

FHA.10/20

CAPPED PRONG
LENGTH 150 / 250

FDA.10/20

HOOK ARM
LENGTH 100 / 200

FFA.25D/35D

MDC.30

EXTENDED RAIL
SUPPORT BRACKET
L/H and R/H

EXTENDED RAIL
SUPPORT COLLAR
LENGTH 300

EUROHOOK ARM
LENGTH 100 / 200

FTA.45D

FSA.35
FFA.25/35

FRA.12

FRA.12/12D
RAKED ARM
(12 pin)

FSA.35/35D
STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 350

01462
672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

FFA.25/35
FFA.25D/35D
FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 250 / 350

MSH.15

FTA.45

FTA.45/45D
TWO WAY ARM
450L X 250W

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

SUPPORT HOOK

MFA.35

FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 350

MSA.35

STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 350

01462
672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

MRA.12
RAKED ARM
(12 pin)

PLEASE NOTE:
Bespoke rails and fittings are available,
we reccommend calling one of our
sales advisors for more information.

Copyright
remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

FFA.08/08D

MSC.10 - Slot type A (1mm recess)
MSC.11 - Slot type B (8mm recess)
MSC.12 - Slot type C (11mm recess)
MSC.13 - face fixed
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C.03ALL-IN-ONE
ALL-IN-ONE RAILS
C.03
RAILS

C.04
RAILS
C.04 RECTANGULAR
RECTANGULAR RAILS

ALL-IN-ONE RAILS - C.03

Our FINE and INTERMEDIATE flat sided oval range of display rails are also available as one piece fittings complete with brackets.
Display rails are suitable for side hanging of merchandise, whilst rear versions accommodate forward facing arms. Peerless-Assigns are also
equipped to supply more bespoke solutions where a mixture of rear and side hanging, for example, would be more suited to the desired
display outcome. Alternative rail lengths are of course available to order to suit your upright centres.

RECTANGULAR RAILS - C.04

113

A selection of rectangular display rails and fittings for location into Peerless-Assigns uprights and posts. Regular rail lengths are offered for
location into uprights with working centres at either 1000mm or 1200mm. Rectangular rails allow for direct side hanging of merchandise,
or as rear support for forward facing arms using appropriate brackets / prongs. Often used in conjunction with one of our rectangular post
profiles these rails can help provide a consistent desirable aesthetic throughout your retail space.

10

10

40
25

DISPLAY RAIL

REAR DISPLAY RAIL

ARM
PROFILE

RAIL
PROFILE

RURR.100/120

DISPLAY RAIL
to be used in uprights with working
centres 1000/1200mm

15

10

RIFA.30D/40D

FINE DISPLAY RAILS

INTERMEDIATE RAILS

FUDR.100 - DISPLAY RAIL
FURR.100 - REAR DISPLAY RAIL

MUDR.100 - DISPLAY RAIL
MURR.100 - REAR DISPLAY RAIL
MUDR.120 - DISPLAY RAIL
MURR.120 - REAR DISPLAY RAIL

RAIL CODES ENDING .100
Rail length 1000mm nominal, for
location into uprights with slots at
1000 working centres

40

RIFA.30/40

RAIL CODES ENDING .120
Rail length 1200mm nominal, for
location into uprights with slots at
1200 working centres

FORWARD ARM

RIRR.100/120

RIDR.100/120

REAR DISPLAY RAIL
995/1195mm with inset brackets

Over the years at Peerless-Assigns we have worked on countless projects where bespoke solutions were required, and thus understand
that sometimes a standard product just isn't quite perfect. That is why we are equipped to develop and deliver a solution that
meets your exact requirements. Quite often small dimension changes or simple modifications to our standard range will suffice
(as seen below with our bespoke 'Z' forward and side hanging rails) however we also have the facilities to develop a completely
customised retail solution and recommend contacting us to discuss this further.

DISPLAY RAIL
995/1195mm with inset brackets

RISA.40

RITA.50D

RISA.40D

RIFA.30 - LENGTH 300mm
RIFA.40 - LENGTH 400mm
RIFA.30D - LENGTH 300mm
RIFA.40D - LENGTH 400mm

RIRA.12

RIRA.12D

RITA.50

RISA.40/40D
STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 400mm

RIRA.12/12D
RAKED ARM
(12 pin)

RIFA.08

RIFA.08D

TWO-WAY ARM
RITA.50 - LENGTH 500 x 270
RITA.50D - LENGTH 500 x 270
alternative dimensions can be
made to suit
DISPLAY 'Z' RAIL

ONE-PIECE DISPLAY 'Z' RAIL

RSH.10

SUPPORT HOOK

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

RPA.15/23

PRONG ARM
LENGTH 150/230mm

RIFA.08/08D
DISPLAY PEG
LENGTH 80mm

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

35

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

RUDR.100/120

REAR DISPLAY RAIL
to be used in uprights with working
centres 1000/1200mm
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D.01
RANGE
D.01FERRULE
FERRULE RANGE

D.02
FERRULES
D.02PUSH-FIT
HEAVY DUTY
(HD) FERRULE
HEAVY DUTY FERRULE - D.02

FERRULE RANGE - D.01

An extensive range of Ferrules for light, medium and heavy duty applications, our collection of Ferrules are the perfect simple modular
retail solution. Supplied loose for mounting into timber panels or posts, Ferrules are designed to receive a range of display prongs and
fittings. Suitable for use in all retail scenarios, Peerless-Assigns Ferrules have been specified in numerous projects over the years earning a
fabulous reputation for quality and flexibility.
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Push-fit Ferrules are available for use in perimeter or island locations. Supplied loose or prefitted into timber panels or other
fixtures to suit your personal specification. Heavy duty Ferrules are often utilised in a combination of fashion and accessory displays,
where support rods and arms illustrated below are fitted with a 'friction fit' for additional security. Components are not suitable for
powder coating.

CPP.14

CPP.14

PUSH-FIT FERRULE
(see data sheet D.02)

PUSH-FIT FERRULE
For face fixing into timber panels or posts,
using heavy duty adhesive. A minimum timber
thickness of 50mm is required to hold the
Ferrule securely. Ferrules should be fitted at a
1° uprake in accordance with our installation sheet.

FRICTION FIT
CPP.14

HCP.30F
HPR.M8

CPP.18

QUARTZ ROUND FERRULE
(see data sheet D.03)

GS.14

HCP.30F/35F

HPP.30F

PDC.30

CPP.28

FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 300 / 350
friction fit

HPP.30F/35F

SHELF SUPPORT ROD
LENGTH 300 / 350
to be used with GS.14

PDR.100

QUARTZ ROUND FERRULE
(see data sheet D.04)

GS.14

SHELF WASHER
to suit 14mm arms, for use
with glass shelves

HPR.M8

DISPLAY RAIL SCREW
LENGTH 22

CPF.M8/M10

CAP FERRULE
(see data sheet D.05)

CSF.M10/FPF.M10

Fine display rails and accessories are available
for location into Ferrules at specified centres
using support rods and screws.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

CAP FERRULE

PLEASE NOTE:
Additional arms, rails and rods
are available at a size that suits
your requirements. Please
contact us to discuss your needs.

CSF.M8/FPF.M8
CAP FERRULE

PDR.100

DISPLAY RAIL
LENGTH 995
For fixing in Ferrules at specified centres.
Alternative lengths available to order.

CSF.M6/FPF.M6
CAP FERRULE

01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462672000
510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyrightremains
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
Copyright
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.

01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462672000
510009 -- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

PDC.30

EXTENDED DISPLAY
RAIL SUPPORT ROD
LENGTH 310

CDC.30

EXTENDED RAIL
LENGTH 320 o/a
for location into upright

Copyright
remainsthethe
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
Copyright remains
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

PDC.01

DISPLAY RAIL
SUPPORT ROD
LENGTH 30
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D.03
FERRULES
D.03QUARTZ
MEDIUM ROUND
DUTY FERRULES
MEDIUM DUTY FERRULES - D.03

D.04 QUARTZ
MEDIUM SQUARE
DUTY FERRULES
D.04
FERRULES
MEDIUM DUTY FERRULES - D.04

Quartz round Ferrules are available for use within a variety of perimeter and island display applications. Supplied loose for
mounting into timber panels or posts, Ferrules should be bonded securely to prevent rotation or movement. Available with either a round
or square face, the fittings available replicate the Ferrule chosen on the respective data sheet.
2 sets of WU.28 wall fixing brackets
are supplied per panel

Quartz square Ferrules are available for use within a variety of perimeter and island display applications. Supplied loose for mounting
into timber panels or posts, Ferrules should be bonded securely to prevent rotation or movement. Available with either a round
or square face, the fittings available replicate the Ferrule chosen on the respective data sheet.

2 sets of WU.28 wall fixing brackets
are supplied per panel

CPN.18
QFA.35
CPP.18

QFA.08
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CPP.18

QUARTZ ROUND FERRULE
Ferrules used with optional CPN.18 rear nut and washer are recommended to be
housed within 38mm minimum depth of timber including appropriate packers as
required. For Ferrules used alone, 50mm depth of timber is adviseable to achieve
optimum strength when bonded. NOTE: snug holes to receive Ferrules should
always be drilled consistently using an accurate jigging method.

CPN.28
QSSA.35

CPP.28

QDC.30

CPN.18

CPP.28

QUARTZ SQUARE FERRULE
Ferrules used with optional CPN.18 rear nut and washer are recommended to be
housed within 38mm minimum depth of timber including appropriate packers as
required. For Ferrules used alone, 50mm depth of timber is adviseable to achieve
optimum strength when bonded. NOTE: snug holes to receive Ferrules should
always be drilled consistently using an accurate jigging method.

QSFA.08

CPP.18

QUDR.100

NUT / WASHER SET

QSA.35

CPP.28
QSFA.35

CPN.28

20 x 20 square
section tube

NUT / WASHER SET

QSFA.30
QPP.30
QFA.30

QDC.30
QDR.01
(Connection detail)

KEY TOOL
jigging tool for
fixing of Ferrules

QPP.20/25/30/35

QDC.30

DISPLAY RAIL SUPPORT
for use with QDR.01
LENGTH 300

QUDR.100

QDR.01

32ø DISPLAY RAIL
For location onto support rods
LENGTH TO ORDER

01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462672000
510009 -- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

QSPP.30
GS.11

PLEASE NOTE:
Optional feet are available to order for our
Ferrule panels, please contact a member of
our team to discuss

SHELF SUPPORT RODS
for use with GS.18 shelf washer
LENGTH 200,250,300,350

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

QFK.01

QSA.35

STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 350

QFA.08/30/35

DISPLAY RAIL
LENGTH 995 x 300

FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 80,300,350

Copyright
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
Copyright remains
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.

QSPP.30/35

GS.11

SHELF SUPPORT RODS
LENGTH 300/350
for use with GS.11

SHELF STUDS
sold separately in singles

QSSA.35

QSFA.08/30/35

STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 350

FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 80,300,350

Alternate lengths available to order

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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GS.18

SHELF WASHER
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D.05 CAP
CAP FERRULE
D.05
FERRULERANGE
RANGE

D.06
FERRULE
RECTANGULAR FERRULE - D.06
D.06 RECTANGULAR
RECTANGULAR FERRULE

CAP FERRULE RANGE - D.05

Cap Ferrules are intended for mid to lightweight usage within a variety of applications. Cap Ferrules are supplied loose for mounting into
(18mm minimum) timber panels and are designed to receive a range of display fittings for perimeter or free standing locations. Ferrules
are also available pre-fitted into custom made panels to suit customers specified finishes and dimensions. Fittings for our full cap Ferrule
range (available to see on D.01) are illustrated below, Peerless-Assigns also have the ability to manufacture custom fittings to suit your needs.

PF.01

RPUC FERRULE

24

CPF.M8/M10
PDR.100

18

CAP FERRULE - LENGTH 20
For face fixing into panels, either using heavy duty adhesive to
prevent rotation or movement, or with optional screw and washer set.

The rPUC range is a rectangular heavy duty Ferrule collection suitable
for perimeter or mid-floor applications. Ferrule assemblies should be
mounted into timber panels, including appropriate vertical packers to
achieve an overall thickness of 36-38mm. Snug rectangular holes for
Ferrules should be machined using accurate CNC or jigging methods.
Secure assemblies firmly from rear.
PLEASE NOTE:
An example rPUC fixtures wall is illustrated below, that
includes many fittings, both bespoke and stock which
Peerless-Assigns have manufactured over the years. Item
codes and additional details on fittings can be
found on the following data sheet D.07.

PGS.M10
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RPFA.08

*
RPSA.35

FERRULE ASSEMBLY
*allow 6mm clearance
at rear of Ferrule for
plug-in fittings.

PDR.M10

FSW.M6

CP.25
M10

FIXING SCREW
WASHER SET
optional extra screw washer set,
to locate into rear of Ferrule for
additional support

RPRA.12

PDR.M8/M10
DISPLAY RAIL FIXING
SCREW
LENGTH 30

GS.10

RPTA.48

rPUC

RPFA.40
RPDC.01
RPDA.30

PGS.M8

CPF.M10

GRAPHIC PANEL SCREW
LENGTH 15

PGS.M10

RPDR.100

GRAPHIC PANEL SCREW
LENGTH 15
RPDB.30

RPSB.40
RPGS.08

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

SHELF WASHER
to suit M8/M10 prongs

CAPPED PRONG

CP.15/25 M8

RPDC.30

150/250L x 8ø

CP.15/25 M10
150/250L x 10ø

For use with
PDR.M10
RPFB.01

PDR.100

FINE DISPLAY RAIL
Fine display rails are available to order in various
lengths for fixing directly into Ferrules at specified centres.
Please refer to the rail section of our data sheets for
more information on fine rails and fittings.

STEPPED PRONG

PANEL PRONG

SP.15/25 M8

PP.15/25 M8

SP.15/25 M10

PP.15/25 M10

150/250L x 8ø

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

150/250L x 10ø

ARM
PROFILE

150/250L x 8ø

RAIL
PROFILE

FERRULE
PROFILE

150/250L x 10ø

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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Copyright
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Copyright
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX / SUMMARY & INSPIRATION

D.07
FITTINGS
D.07RECTANGULAR
RECTANGULAR FITTINGS
RECTANGULAR FITTINGS - D.07

D.05 DATA
CAP FERRULE
RANGE
D.08
SHEETS
A TO D - SUMMARY

A selection of fittings for our rectangular range of Ferrules, including rails, brackets and arms. Peerless-Assigns are also equipped to
manufacture custom fittings to suit your requirements and can offer a quality product with a short lead time.
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With a huge number of options available, the products illustrated in Data Sheets A to D cover all aspects of integrated merchandising display equipment.
Here we have illustrated an overview of the products featured on the previous pages to give an idea of the vast potential of this range of component parts.
Now you have had a chance to look through the previous pages, here are some typical layouts to show how these components can be used in your retail
environment. As you can see there are a number of different styles and aesthetics which will hopefully inspire you when planning your own store interior.

See data
Sheet A.06
SU.10

RPDR.60/100/120

See data
Sheet A.04

RPTA.48

DISPLAY RAIL
LENGTH 590, 990, 1190
includes rail end caps
alternative lengths to order

See data
sheet A.01

SU.30
PT.01

TWO-WAY DISPLAY RAIL
LENGTH 480 x 300
includes rail end caps
See data
sheet A.05

WU.24
WU.26
CSB.30
US.00

SU.80

SU.40

FSU.963
CSB.30

PGS.M10
RMB.30
FMR.150 Mirror
with straps

FSU.962

PDR.100

FU.28

RPDB.30

DUAL RAIL / SHELF
SUPPORT
LENGTH 300
rail support brackets slide
over rails without the need
to remove rail end caps

RPDC.30

EXTENDED RAIL BRACKET
LENGTH 300
rail support brackets slide
over rails without the need
to remove rail end caps

RPDC.01

RAIL SUPPORT BRACKET
LENGTH 40

RFPA.15/20

PRONG ARM
LENGTH 150/200
for use with rectangular rails

SU.10
US.01
GS.01

RUDR.100

QSSA.35

FU.26

CP.25
M10

CPN.28

US.02
GS.10

PDR.M10

Display
Rails

CPP.28

FU.02
FU.03

QSFA.08

CPF.M10

See data sheet
D.05

GS.10

QUDR.100

QFA.35

RPFA.30T/40T

CPN.18
CPP.18

QSFA.35
rPUC

QFA.08

QDC.30

RPDC.30

QSFA.30

HCP.30F

RPFA.30/40

See data sheet
D.06

QSA.35

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

RPRA.12
RAKED ARM
LENGTH 315
(12 notch)

RPDA.30

DUAL ARM / SHELF
SUPPORT BRACKET
LENGTH 300

RPFA.30/40 30T/40T
FORWARD ARMS
LENGTH 300/400

QPP.30

See data sheet
D.04

HPR.M8

QFA.30
GS.14

GS.01

HPP.30F

SS.M6
GS.04

PDC.30

See data sheet
D.03

PDR.100

RPFB.01
See data sheet
D.02

RPSB.25/30/40

SHELF BRACKET
LENGTH 250/300/400
use with plastic saddles or
support bosses

RPFA.08
PEG
LENGTH 80

01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462672000
510009 -- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

RPFB.01

SHELF SUPPORT BOSS
PROJECTION 10
use with GS.01 or SS.M6
and GS.04

RPGS.08

GLASS SHELF
PLASTIC SADDLE

Copyrightremains
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
Copyright
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.

Inspiration
These images are intended to show a handful of typical layouts using
the parts featured on the previous pages in Data Sheets A to D, all in
one place for comparison purposes. However, there are almost infinite
possibilities and we realise that this can be a bit daunting, so why not
give our friendly team a call to discuss your ideas.
We will be only too happy to help.

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

RPSA.35

STEPPED ARM
LENGTH 350

QSPP.30
GS.11
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E.01
WALLUNITS
UNITS(SMALL)
E.01OMNI
OMNI WALL

E.02
PERIMETER
UNITS
E.02OMNI
OMNI WALL
UNITS (LARGE)
OMNI WALL UNITS LARGE - E.02

OMNI WALL UNITS SMALL - E.01

The OMNI Wall range is available in two standard sizes, providing the
perfect adaptable solution for fashion, accessory and giftware products.
Merchandise may be displayed directly from fine stainless steel frames
or optional fittings, including glass or timber shelves, accessory prongs
and intermediate display rails for front and side presentation. The units
featured below are designed to be easily fixed to walls and can be
combined with the rest of the OMNI range to create a consistent look
and feel throughout your retail space.
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The OMNI Perimeter range is available in two standard sizes, providing the perfect adaptable solution for fashion, accessory and giftware
products. Merchandise may be displayed directly from fine stainless steel frames or optional fittings, including glass or timber shelves,
accessory prongs and intermediate display rails for front and side presentation. Larger units featured below are designed to rest on floors with
simple fixing to walls and can be combined with the rest of the OMNI range to create a consistent look and feel throughout your retail space.

OMNI PERIMETER RANGE

TGS.06R
OW.S2
OW.M2

TGS.06R

TOP GLASS SHELF
1155 x 340 x 8
including support pillars which
add 70mm to overall height

OW.R2 MERCHANDISING
EXAMPLES

OW.H2
TGS.06R

TGS.06R

TOP GLASS SHELF
1155 x 340 x 8
including support pillars

OW.R2

OW.S2

OW.S2 MERCHANDISING
EXAMPLES

Shelving
OMNI SMALL FRAME
400H x 1200W x 300D
frames are 20 x 20 square
tube

OW.R2

OMNI REGULAR FRAME
1480H x 1200W x 300D
frames are 20 x 20 square
tube and supplied with wall
fixing spacers.

Side / forward hanging
top shelving

Side hanging
top shelving

OW.S2

TGS.06R

TGS.06R

TOP GLASS SHELF
1155 x 340 x 8
including support pillars

TGS.06R

OW.M2

OMNI MEDIUM FRAME
1030H x 1200W x 300D
frames are 20 x 20 square
tube

TOP GLASS SHELF
1155 x 340 x 8
including support pillars which
add 70mm to overall height

OW.H2 MERCHANDISING
EXAMPLES

OW.M2 MERCHANDISING
EXAMPLES

Hanging / shelving
combination

ODR.120

OW.M2

OPTIONAL DISPLAY RAIL

Side / forward hanging
top shelving
Side hanging
top shelving

GLASS SHELF
1155W x 340L x 8D
glass with radius corners
and support fixings

OW.H2

OWP.01

OTS.120

TIMBER SHELF
1155W x 340L x 26D
including supports

01462
enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462672000
510009 -- enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

ACCESSORIES PANEL
980H x 1150W x 20D
For use within medium, regular and
large frames. Includes fixings and
optional ferrules positioned to order
along with alternative prongs.
See relevant data sheets in ferrule
section for more details.

OMNI LARGE FRAME
2120H x 1200W x 300D
frames are 20 x 20 square
tube and supplied with wall
fixing spacers.

ODR.120

INTERMEDIATE DISPLAY
RAIL
1160L x 300D
includes supports

Copyrightremains
remains
property
of Peerless-Assigns
(Letchworth).
Copyright
thethe
property
of Peerless
Designs (Letchworth)
LTD.

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
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OFA.40

FORWARD ARM
LENGTH 400
includes fixing screw

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.
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MGS.05R
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E.03
FLOORUNITS
UNITS(SMALL)
(SMALL)
E.03OMNI
OMNI FLOOR
OMNI FLOOR UNITS SMALL - E.03

E.04 OMNI
OMNI FLOOR
E.04
FLOORUNITS
UNITS(LARGE)
(LARGE)
OMNI FLOOR UNITS LARGE - E.04

OMNI floor units are available in two sizes and provide the perfect mobile yet stable retail solution for fashion, accessory and giftware
products. Cleverly engineered to allow merchandise to be displayed in a variety of ways, from direct hanging to the addition of optional
glass or timber shelves, the OMNI floor units are often combined with other products from the range. For large OMNI floor units please
see the following data sheet E.04.
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OMNI floor units are available in two sizes and provide the perfect mobile yet stable retail solution for fashion, accessory and giftware
products. Cleverly engineered to allow merchandise to be displayed in a variety of ways, from direct hanging to the addition of optional
glass or timber shelves, the OMNI floor units are often combined with other products from the range. For small OMNI floor units please
see the previous data sheet E.03.

TGS.05R

TGS.40R

TOP GLASS SHELF
775 x 700 x 8

TOP GLASS SHELF
600W x 600L x 8D

OM.L1

OMNI SMALL FRAME
1275H x 750W x 615D
frames are 20 x 20 square tube
optional glass top extra

OM.L20

OMNI LARGE FRAME
1275H x 1200W x 615D
frames are 20 x 20 square tube
optional glass top extra

OTB.01/OTS.01

TIMBER SHELF
700L x 340D x 25
can be used for either base
or mid shelf with fixings

MGS.01R/02R

SINGLE / DOUBLE MID
GLASS SHELF SET
700 x 340 x 8
set of either 3 or 6 shelves
including support fixings.

OTB.02/OTS.02

Examples of units with a range of fitting options can be seen illustrated below.

A

B

MGS.03R/04R

TIMBER SHELF
1155 x 340 x 25
can be used for either base
or mid shelf with fixings

SINGLE / DOUBLE MID
GLASS SHELF SET
1155 x 340 x 8
set of either 3 or 6 shelves
including support fixings

C
D

E

F

FUS.03DT

FUS.03ST/DT

SINGLE / DOUBLE SHELF
TOGGLE SETS
to allow for either singular or
double back-to-back shelving

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
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FUS.03ST
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E.05 VERSO WALL UNITS

E.05 ROTOR
ROTOR FLOOR
E.06
FLOORUNITS
UNITS

E.05 VERSO

Verso units provide contemporary, innovative display for retail or showroom interiors. Ideal for fashion and accesories, these flexible
units offer side or front hanging with optional shelving. The fine stainless steel frames are available with fittings for floor to wall, wall to
ceiling and mid floor suspended locations subject to site conditions. Wall units may be combined with our ROTOR or OMNI floor units.

FLOOR TO WALL
FRAME
VWF.01
1500H x 1210W x
430D
Includes wall and floor
bosses. Shelving
optional

GLASS SHELF
With radius corners and
supports
VGS.01R 1155 x 340 x 8
For VWF.01 and VWF.02
frames

WALL TO CEILING
FRAME VWF.02

CEILING FRAME
VWF.03

1210W X 430D X 1500H
(2100H max. extended)
Includes wall and ceiling
bosses. Shelving optional

1210W X 600D X 1500H
(2100H max. extended)
Includes ceiling bosses.
Excludes optional VFP.01
plate. Shelving optional

VGS.02R 1155 x 340 x 8
for VWF frame
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ROTOR FLOOR UNITS - E.05

The Rotor floor units are available as either single or double display in two separate heights. Comprised of powder coated frames with
adjustable feet and unique rotating hanging rails with a simple lift-twist-lock movement, rotor frames are perfect for dual side or forward
hanging. Standard accessories and shelving are offered, plus a fixed rail option. Peerless-Assigns have adjusted this product to suit numerous
different store or project needs and are more than happy to discuss your requirements.

TGS.03R

TOP GLASS SHELF ASSEMBLY
1200 x 400 x 8
with radius corners

SINGLE ROTOR UNIT

TW.H1 - 1540H x 450L x 600W
TW.L1 - 1310H x 450L x 600W

Frames are 25x25
square tube with 15 ø
arms and shelf
supports

supplied with 1 No HR.02 rails

VGS.01R

DOUBLE ROTOR UNIT

TW.H2 - 1540H x 1270L x 600W
TW.L2 - 1310H x 1270L x 600W

VGS.02R

EN.01

END MIRROR
1550H x 350W x 25
includes frame

supplied with 2 No HR.02 rails

VGS.01R

EP.08

VFS.01
VARIABLE FLOOR
SPIGOT
For uneven floors

MGS.00R

END PEG - 80L
EP.08R also available for
fixed rail units

MID GLASS SHELF
1190 x 325 x 8
with radius corners

TGS.03R

TOP GLASS SHELF ASSEMBLY
1200 x 400 x 8
with radius corners

VDP.02
SP.02

SHELF SUPPORT ROD
includes GS.22 shelf washers

HR.02

HANGING RAIL
extra rails may be fitted for
double height hanging

VFP.01
CEILING PLATE
Optional item, for
additional support
pivoting top joint for
added shock
absorbtion

DOUBLE ROTOR UNIT fixed rail

TW.H2R - 1540H x 1270L x 600W
TW.L2R - 1310H x 1270L x 600W
includes fixed hanging rail

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
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View of double unit with 6 No
MGS.00R mid glass shelves
on SP.02 shelf support rods.

View of double unit with
additional HR.02 hanging
rail for double hanging.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs (Letchworth) LTD.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
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DECORATIVE PLUG
For fitting into
frames if display
arms removed
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E.07
FLOORUNITS
UNITS
E.06 PIVOT
PIVOT FLOOR

E.08
VARIAUNITS
UNITSTRIRAIL & VARIA UNITS - E.08
E.08 TRIRAIL
TRIRAIL &&VARIA

PIVOT FLOOR UNITS - E.06

PIVOT floor units are ideal for fashion merchandising and work well in those smaller awkward spaces of a retail environment. Available
with either a top glass shelf assembly or simple top tie-bar, these flexible units combine rotating T-rails with height adjustability, easily
converting for forward or side hanging presentation.
PIVOT units must be used with either their top glass shelf assembly or top tie-bar for stability, with the two T-rails at the same height.
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TRIRAIL display stands provide a simple, distinctive way to display mid-floor side hanging fashion items. Available in two effective sizes,
small and large, 600mm and 1200mm widths, these modern furnishings complement any retail fashion or showroom areas.
VARIA units are ideal for lingerie, swimwear, babywear and any other relatively lightweight clothing or accessory items a retailer may
stock. Combining fine rectangular frames and circular display arms, these units are supplied flat for reduced carriage and incredibly
simple self assembly with optional top shelf. Alternative finishes are available to order for both of these items.

25

30

PVTB.01

RAIL
PROFILE

T-RAIL
PROFILE
TGS.19R

Standing on three legs, these self-levelling rails are formed
from 30mm tube, with a detachable central leg, to allow for
units to be packaged flat, safely and securely for storage and
transportation. An aerial view of both the small and large
fully merchandised TRIRAIL unit can be seen below.

GS.14 (x4)

TRI.60

TRIRAIL SMALL FRAME
600W x 565D x 1550H
supplied complete with 3 No
domed feet

TGS.19R

TOP GLASS SHELF
ASSEMBLY
1050W x 340L x 8D
with radius corners

PV.02B

TRI.120

TRIRAIL LARGE FRAME
1200W x 565D x 1550H
supplied complete with 3 No
domed feet

PIVOT FRAME ASSEMBLY
630L x 600W
supplied complete with 2 No.
telescopic T-rails and PVTB.01

LARGE

SMALL

300

VAS.01

TOP GLASS SHELF
450W x 250L x 8D
includes fixing screws

15 ø rod

PV.02G

PIVOT FRAME ASSEMBLY
630L x 600W
supplied complete with 2 No.
telescopic T-rails and TGS.19R

PVTB.01

PIVOT FRAME ASSEMBLY
600W x 15 ø

300

VS.M10

GS.14

ARM FIXING SCREW
to support forward arms for
single sided display

GLASS SHELF
WASHER
for use with TGS.09R

350

Examples of units with different configurations are illustrated below.
350

1300

A - side hanging with
top glass shelf

B - side and forward hanging
with top glass shelf

C - side and forward hanging
with top tie-bar

D - double forward hanging
with top tie-bar
615

VA.L1

VARIA FRAME ASSEMBLY
1300H x 730W x 615D
Assembly includes 9 No. pairs
of forward arms 300L x 14ø

VAP.01

ACRYLIC INFILL PANEL
1225H x 1000W x 3
1000

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
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E.09
TABLES
E.07 DISPLAY
DISPLAY TABLES

F.01SPECIALIST
SPECIALIST SHELVING
F.01
SHELVING

DISPLAY TABLES - E.07

The Peerless-Assigns selection of display tables are ideal for any merchandising or presentation needs. This collection of four
contemporary rectangular tables may be used singly or in various combinations to create tiered arrangements. Units are comprised
of high quality powder coated metal frames with 10mm toughened glass tops (excluding SRT.03 which is 8mm) all with radius corners.

SPECIALIST SHELVING - F.01
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Our selection of specialist shelving options aim to satisfy the more niche retail display requirements. A selection of products to help
envisage a solution that would suit your project perfectly, including folded metal bookshelves and acrylic trays, can be seen illustrated
below. All of our specialist shelving options are designed to be used within Peerless-Assigns systems to help promote a collective
product range. Specialist products and fittings are made to order due to the often custom nature of the items.

MS.20/25/30

METAL SHELF TRAY
for 1000 slot centres
other lengths to order

Shelves may be supported on
single or double posts as
illustrated, or recessed uprights.

SRT.01

SRT.02

LARGE TABLE
Tube size 30 x 30

1850 GLASS

MEDIUM TABLE
Tube size 25 x 25

1200 GLASS

800 GLASS

800 GLASS
400

800
1040
1650

860

870

MSU.20/25/30

METAL SHELF
200/250/300 projection
lengths to order

SRT.03

SRT.04

SMALL TABLE
Tube size 25 x 25

1200 GLASS

BENCH TABLE
Tube size 25 x 25

360
GLASS

1700 GLASS

GSB.20/25/30

450
GLASS

TIMBER SHELF
200/250/300 projection
lengths to order

310
650
1040

GLASS SHELF
200/250/300 projection
lengths to order

TS.20/25/30

TSU.20/25/30

420
1500

TIMBER SHELF
200/250/300 projection
with rear upstand

510

UT.00

UT.01

Just some of the many examples of table configuration ideas can be seen illustrated below.
Custom sizes are available to order upon request.

FS.M6

BOOK END BRACKET
LEVEL
200/250/300 projection
to be used with timber
or metal shelf

A

B

C

SRT.01
SRT.02
SRT.03

SRT.01
SRT.02
SRT.04
(plus optional timber top)

SRT.01
SRT.04
(plus optional timber top)

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com
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METAL SHELF TOGGLES

BAB.20/25/30

UT.00 - CAPPED TOGGLE
UT.01 - CAPPED DOUBLE TOGGLE

BOOK END BRACKET
10° UPRAKE
200/250/300 projection
to be used with timber
or metal shelf

for use with FS.M6 screws and
GS.10 washers

US.07

RECTANGULAR
SHELF CLIP
reversible

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com
01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

FS.M6/DS.M6
SINGLE / DOUBLE
LOCKING SCREWS

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
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BBL.20/25/30

GS.10
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G.01
WALL
SYSTEM
A.08FABRIC
Fabric Wall
System

G.02
FABRIC WALL SYSTEM
A.09 Fabric Wall System

A.08 Fabric Wall System
A.08 Fabric Wall System

FABRICWALL
WALLSYSTEM
SYSTEM- A.08
- A.08
FABRIC
With a design based upon a long established merchandising solution, our Fabric Wall system is designed to offer graphic versatility
FABRIC
WALL
SYSTEM- A.08
- A.08
FABRIC
WALL
in store, with the flexibility of a standard Peerless-Assigns slotted upright alongside. Available
as a standard
kit atSYSTEM
600mm and 1200mm

a design
based
upon
along
long
established
merchandising
solution,
our
fabric
system
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Unlike conventional vertical merchandising systems, the Fabric Wall system is not constrained to the properties of tradiotnal wooden
back-panels.
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So what’s in my kit?

All kits are comprised of a mitred aluminium frame (see data sheet G.08), 4 fixing brackets
and a printed fabric panel to suit 600 or 1200mm widths. If you choose to illuminate the
bay, an additional edgelit panel can be added to the kit.
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Choose from our library of high-res
images or provide your own based on
our artwork template.

CL.01
Fixing ‘L’ bracket

IP.60/120
Illuminated Panel
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Supplied with screws required to fix
the bracket in place, simply slide extrusions
together flush and turn hex key till tight.
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A dibond or aluminium panel fitted with wide
angle LEDs will provide the perfect illumination
for hero bays.
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ST.60
Starter bay with a
600 wide graphic

EX.120
Extension bay with a
1200 wide graphic

EX.60i
Extension bay with a
600 wide graphic and
LED light panel

01462 510009 - enquiries@peerlessdesigns.com

01462 672000 - enquiries@peerlessassigns.com

EX.120
Extension bay with a
1200 wide graphic

FI.60
Finisher bay with a
600 wide graphic

FR.60
All-in-one frame with
600 wide graphic

Copyright remains the property of Peerless Designs Letchworth LTD.

Copyright remains the property of Peerless-Assigns (Letchworth).
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G.03 FABRIC WALL SYSTEM
A.10 Fabric Wall System

FABRIC WALL SYSTEM - A.10

All of the Peerless-Assigns slotted upright profiles are designed and manufactured in the UK, and feature the same Peerless-Assigns
slot pitch to ensure consistency throughout. All Peerless-Assigns components designed for use in a vertical system, from rails to
All of the Peerless slotted upright profiles are designed and manufactured in the UK, and feature the same Peerless slot pitch to ensure
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Wall system. This system offers retailers the flexibility of changing backpanels and the modularity of a slotted upright system.

Merchandising the system.

Okay, so you have your complete printed Fabric Wall, now time for the fittings.
Our standard selection aims to accomodate most retail merchandising requirements,
but if you are looking for something bespoke, don’t worry, we provide a custom-made
production service for all of your bespoke system needs.

RURR.60

PRONGS
RPA.15 shown in diagram
RURR.60

RAILS / ARMS
RURR.60 & RISA.40 shown

RISA.40

RURR.120

Choose from our fine, intermediate or
rectangular range of rails and fittings,
see data sheets C.01 - C.04

RPA.15
RFA.30

RUDR.120
RMB.15
RUDR.120

RMB.30
FI.60

RMB.30

01462 672 000 | www.peerlessassigns.com

EX.120

BRACKETS & FITTINGS
RMB.30, US.07 & FS.M6 shown

RURR.60

Available to view in data sheets B.01 - B.04
we have a great range of linear,
curved and rectangular bracket profiles.

RISA.40

EX.120

ST.60

If you have utilised our Fabric Wall system around
the perimeter of your store, why not capitalise on
valuable merchandising space with our mid-floor display units?
Refer to our data sheet E.09 ‘Floor & Wall units’.
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